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PREFACE. 
~ 

A KNOWLEDGE of Phonetics is now regarded by 

£% — educationalists as an indispensable foundation 

3 for the scientific study of all the Modern 

Languages. As very little has been yet done to elucidate 

the Laws of Irish Speech, an endeavour has been made 

inthe following pages to explain in the simplest 

language the most salient features of Irish Phonetics. 

As difference of pronunciation is one of the chief 

factors in developing dialects, it has been deemed 

essential to adopt the pronunciation current in one 

district as a basis for the work, and then to refer, as 

occasion required, to the general pronunciation current 

in other districts. We have chosen the pronunciation 

current in Desmond as our basis, and we have been 

induced to do so for the following reasons :— 

(1) The Irish of Desmond has retained a very 

large number of the older grammatical in- 

flections, and as regards its verbal system it 

has quite a literary aspect. 

(2) The greatest poets of modern times have 

been natives of Desmond—e.g., Aodhagan 

O’Rathaille, Eoghan Ruadh O’Sulliyan, Pierec 
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Ferriter, and others. A knowledge of Des- 

mond pronunciation is essential to the just: 

appreciation of their poems. 

(3) The best living Irish writers are likewise natives 

of Desmond—e.g., Rev. Fr. O'Leary, P.P. 

(an c-dtaip. Pesos); P. J. O'Shea, 

(Conén Maot); Dermot Foley (feapsur 

finn eit); J. J. Doyle (Deine Pear). 

The following is a brief outline of the scope of the 

book, and of the method which has been adopted: 

therein :— 

(1) After a short introductory description of the 

vocal organs, the shape, position, and move- 

ments of them required for the production 

of the various vowels and consonants in 

Irish are described in detail. 

(2) Having treated of the sounds of the vowels. 

and consonants, a number of drill exercises. 

on the joining of a vowel to a consonant are 

introduced, and then words of one syllable. 

(3) As soon as the principles which govern the 

position of the tonic accent have been ex- 

plained, the student is introduced to words 

of two, three, and four syllables containing 

simple vowel sounds. 

(4) The aspirated consonants, and a completely 

new treatment of the Law Caot te Caot 

are next introduced. 

(5) The disturbing influences of the aspirated con- 

sonants and of the “ protected liquids”’ are 

treated of in great detail. 
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(6) The Combinations of the Consonants, the Laws 

of Eclipsis and of Syncope, and, finally, 

Metathesis are explained. 

By following out this method, pronunciation is 

reduced to a science, and science in this matter, as in 

all others, holds supremacy. 

There is one point to which we desire to direct the 

attention of teachers, especially those teachers who 

are native speakers of Irish—viz., that differences of 

pronunciation do and must exist in every living language. 

In a living language pronunciation is ever changing, 

and hence differences of pronunciation between the 

older and younger generations are not merely possible, 

but enevitable. Consequently individuals ought not to 
set up the pronunciation of any particular district as 

a standard to be followed by the rest of the country. 

The Christian Brothers beg to acknowledge their 

indebtedness to the Rev. Peter O’Leary, P.P., to 

Messrs. O. J. Bergin, B.A.; John MacNeill, B.A. ; 

Joseph Lloyd, and Tads O'Donoghue, for their kindness 
in revising the manuscript of the present work, and for 
the many valuable suggestions offered by them, also to 

Mr. Ernest Clarke for his drawing of the diagrams, and 
they take this opportunity of tendering to them their 

best thanks. | 
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PLATE I, 

a The larynx (Adam’s Apple); 6 vocal chords; ¢ pharynx; d soft 
palate; e hard palate; fuvula; g hard rim; h upper teeth; 
z lower teeth; j tongue; & passage to nasal cavity; / nasal 
cavity ; m mm windpipe. 

Figs. II. and III. show the vocal chords as viewed from above :— 
a the glottis; 6 the cartilage to which the chords are fastened. 
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CHAPTER I. 

The Organs of Speech. 

1. Air is driven by the lungs through the windpipe 

(m, m, m, in Fig. I.) into the larynx (A), popularly 

known in a man as “ Adam’s apple.’ Across the in- 

terior of the larynx are stretched two elastic ligaments 

(b), called the voeal chords. (Fig. II. shows the chords 
open; Fig. II. shows them shut.) These are firmly 

fixed in the front portion of the larynx, and are attached 

at their other extremities to two pieces of cartilage 

(b, b,-Fig. IL.), by means of which the opening between 

the chords—called the glottis (a, Fig. II.) can be 

narrowed or completely closed at pleasure. The chords 

themselves can be tightened or relaxed by means of 
the muscles attached to them. Having passed the 

larynx, the air enters the pharynx (c, c, Fig. I.), which 

is the cavity between the larynx and the mouth. From 

the pharynx the air enters the mouth, passes over the 

tongue (J), between it and the palate, and then escapes 

between the lips ; or it passes up behind the soft palate 

(d) into the nasal cavity (K, L), and then out by the 

nostrils. =. 
B 
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2. The roof of the mouth consists of two portions, 

the hard and the soft palate. The two parts may 

be easily felt by pressing the finger on the palate just 

inside the teeth, and then slid ng it back until the palate 

yields to the pressure. The pendulous portion of the 

palate at the back of the mouth is called the uvula (F). 

When the uvula is pressed back the passage from the 

pharynx to the nasal cavity is closed and the air is forced 

to escape by the mouth. 

Just above the inside of the upper teeth there is a 

hard rim (g) which can easily be felt with the point of 

the tongue. We shall frequently refer to this as the 

hard rim. : 

CHAPTER II. 

Voiced and Voiceless Sounds. 

8. Whenever a sound is said to be voiced, all that 

is intended to be conveyed is that the vocal chords take 

part in the production of the sound. When a sound is 

said to be voiceless, we mean that the vocal chords 

take no part in its production. 

4. Press the forefinger on the pharynx, just above 

the larynx, and pronounce the word “ bus” (omnibus), 

prolonging the hissing sound of the “s” for, at least, 

five or six seconds. The finger feels no vibration 

during the sounding of the “ss,” though a short trill is 

felt at the commencement of the word. Now pronounce 
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the word “ buzz,” prolonging the “z” for five or six 

seconds. During the whole time the finger feels a 

distinct trilling sensation, shewing that the voeal 

chords vibrate whilst we are sounding “z,’’ though 

they do not vibrate for the sound of “s.” 

Notice also that the tongue is in exactly the same 

position for “z”’ as for “s.”’ Hence the only difference 

between the sounds of “s” and of “z” is that “2”? is 

voiced whilst “s’’ is voiceless; nevertheless we dis- 

tinctly hear the “s” sound. 
Pronounce the word “ /ife,” maintaining the sound of 

the “f” for five or six seconds. No vibration is felt 

by the finger when pressed on the pharynx during the 

sounding of “f.’’ Next pronounce the word “live,” 

prolonging the “v.’’ The vocal chords are felt vibrat- 

ing, just as in the case of “z.” 

6é 

Since the lips and 

tongue are in precisely the same position for “v” as 

for “f,” the only difference between these two con- 

sonants is that the vocal chords vibrate for “v,? whilst 

they do not for “jf.” Thus, “v’’ is voiced, “f’’ is 

voiceless. 

Repeat with the words “cape” and “cabe.”’ A 

marked difference is now perceived. We cannot pro- 

long the sound of “ p” or ““b” as we prolonged that of 

a ee Nevertheless a short vibra- 

. 9 

99 
Vo oO ae: Se, 

tion is felt during the formation of the “ b,’”’ whilst the 

vocal chords are at rest in the case of “p.” Thus, 

“b’’ is voiced, “p’’ is voiceless. 

5. The student is recommended to test thus each pair 

of consonants given in the table in Chapter V.  Pro- 
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gress is impossible without a constant and careful 

study of the way in which we ourselves pronounce the 

various sounds, 

To sum up :— 

z 1s the voiced sound of s 

Vv f 

ee: P 
Ragas a $5 t 

g k 

CHAPTER III. 

The Movements of the Tongue and the Lips. 

6. Having fully mastered the idea that is meant to 

be conveyed by the terms vorced sound and voiceless 

sound, the next step is to study the movements of our 

own tongue and lips in the production of the various 

vowels and consonants. | 

7. Pronounce the word “feel,” prolonging the vowel 

sound “‘e”’ for several seconds. Observe that the front 

of the tongue is brought very close to, but does not 

touch, the upper teeth and “hard rim” (§ 2), whilst 

the tip of the tongue rests against the inside of the lower 

teeth. Notice also the tension in the muscles of the 

tongue, the sides of the tongue being pressed pretty 

firmly against some of the side teeth in the upper jaw. 

The passage left for the escape of the air is very narrow, 

just wide enough to prevent audible friction. By 
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9 placing the finger on the pharynx, observe that “e 

is voiced. All vowels and diphthongs are voiced. 

Next pronounce for some seconds the sound of “a”’ 
in “ fall.” The mouth is now wide open, the back of 

the tongue is slightly arched towards the soft palate, 

the tip is just below the lower teeth, and there is practi- 

cally no tension felt in the tongue itself. The air 

passage for this vowel is much larger than for “ e.” 

8. We learn from the preceding that some vowels 

are formed in the FRoNT of the mouth, others at the 

BACK; that the air passage for some is narrow or 

slender (caot), whilst for others it is broad (teatan). 

We can now grasp the appropriateness of the two terms 

applied, for centuries back, by Irish Grammarians to 

th: Irish vowels—viz., teatan (broad), and caot 

(slender). These are not mere arbitrary terms, but they 

exactly indicate the nature of the air passage needed 

for the production of those vowels. 

99 9. Pronounce the words “be” and “me” several 

times, until the real difference between “‘b” and ‘‘m” 

is felt, The lips are completely closed for both, and 

both are voiced (§ 8). The essential difference is that 

the air passes through the nose for “m,” but not for 

“pb.” Thus whilst “b” is labial, “m” is labial and 

nasal. 

- 10. In the foregoing paragraphs we have dealt with 

English words and English sounds, as these are probably 

more familiar to the student, and it is always desirable 
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to proceed from the known to the unknown, but it must 

be remembered that there is scarcely a single consonant 

or vowel sound in Irish that is identical with the cor- 
responding consonant or vowel sound in English. 

CHAPTER IV. 

The Irish Vowels. 

Section I.—The Leatan or Broad Vowels. 

11. (a) A (long). This vowel is called the first or 

low teatan vowel. In producing this vowel sound the 

mouth is opened wide (but the opening between the 

lips is not so round, the lips being more drawn to the 

sides for the production of 4 than for the “a” in the 

English word “jfall”). The back of the tongue is 

slightly arched towards the soft palate, and slopes down 
in front towards the teeth, whilst the point of the 

tongue is just below the lower teeth (Fig. I.) Plate I. 

(b) & (short). This vowel has the short sound of 4, 

the mouth and tongue assuming the same positions for 

both. Jt as only when under the tonic accent that a 

(short) gets this sound. 

ce In Ulster 4 is pronounced like the “a” in the English words 
“tar,” “ far,’ &c., and « is pronounced like the “a” in “ fat,” 

“ram, &¢. (Craig.) 

(c) All the short vowels in irish when stressed (7.c., 

under the tonic accent) get the short sound of the 



PLATE II. 

Y 
U
U
M
;
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corresponding long vowel.* If we remove the quantity 

mark—the yinesd (’)}—from any long vowel we 

immediately denote the short sound of that vowel, if 

there are no disturbing influences present. 

(d) © (long). This vowel is called the second or 

mid teatan vowel. The jaws are not so far asunder in 

the production of this vowel as they are for 4, the lips 

are rounded, but not protruded ; the back of the tongue 

is arched more towards the soft palate, and consequently 

the point of the tongue is drawn a little farther back 

than for 4, but is kept close to the bottom of the mouth 

(Fig. IT.). 

(e) O (short). When stressed this vowel has the 

short sound of the previous vowel—the tongue and lips 

assuming the same positions for both; so that this 

short sound does not correspond with the sound of “u”’ 

in the word “ but.” 
In Ulster 6 is generally pronounced like the “o” in “‘lord” or 

“adorn”? ; but when followed by n, it is pronounced like 6 in 

Connaught and Munster as described in (c.). Short “o” is like 

the “o” in “ for,” but when the “o” is followed by m or § it has 
the sound of 6 in the other dialects (Craig). 

In Desi (Waterford) 6 beside n is usually pronounced i—e.g., 

no, Nép4, pT pdinpe, Mdns, ppdnds, podnaizie, &ec., also inthe words 

mort, mo (Henebry). 

In Desmond (Cork and Kerry) no and mor are usually pronounced 

nu and mua. 

* For the “ Disturbing Influences of the Consonants” refer to 
Chapter X. 

+ This mark ought not to be called an “‘ accent mark.’ The 
word accent should be used only to express tonic accent, or stress 
of the voice. Whenever we shall use the word accent (or accented), 

we shall always mean the stress of the voice. 
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(f) 1 (long). This is the THIRD OR HIGH teatan 

vowel. The back of the tongue is arched up very much 

towards the soft palate, but at the same time the passage 

_ between the tongue and palate must be wide enough 

to prevent audible friction. The point of the tongue 

is drawn back as far as possible, but is nevertheless close 

to the bottom of the mouth. The lips are brought 

much closer together than for 6, and are protruded as 

far as possible (Fig. III.). | 

(7) U (short). When accented this vowel gets the 

short sound of 4. This sound corresponds fairly with 

the “u’” in the English words “‘ bull,” “‘ pull,” “ full.” 

(h) When unstressed the three teatan vowels have the 

same sound. This sound resembles the irrational 
99 Nae 3 

sound of “‘o 

> or the second “o’ 

in the words “ conceive,” ‘‘ commen:e,” 

** continue, > in “* doctor.” 

(1) As the three Leatan vowels when unstressed have the same 

sound we frequently meet with variant spellings, such as—oo APs 

oopup; rola, rolup; &. 

Section I{.—The Cot or Slender Vowels. 

12. (a) a (long). There is not in the Irish alphabet 

a distinct character to represent the first or low caot 

vowel sound. The sound of this vowel is heard in the 

“a” of the words “ Maggie,” ‘father,’ “ rather,” 

‘“ farther”? (i.e., in the low flat sound given to these 

words by country people in the south of Ireland). In 

the production of this sound the point of the tongue is 

pressed firmly against the lower teeth, the centre of the 

tongue is slightly arched towards the front portion of 
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the hard palate, whilst the sides of the tongue touch the 

back teeth in the upper jaw, thus forming a hollow in 

the front portion of the tongue (Fig. IV.). 

This sound is represented by the trigraph e41 or by ea 

when followed by a “ protected »”’ (§ 59). 

(6) % (short). This sound is the short sound of the 

vowel described in the preceding paragraph. It is re- 

presented by ea (not followed by “ protected ”’) or by 

a1, when these digraphs are stressed and there are no 

disturbing influences due to the consonants.* 

(c)-6 (long). This is the seeond or mid caot vowel. 

The tongue assumes a position similar to that required 

for the production of “a,” but the centre of the tongue 
is more arched up in front, thus leaving a narrower 

passage between the centre of the tongue and the front 

of the hard palate for the escape of the air. The mouth 

is not quite so open as for “a” (Hig. V.). 

(d) @ (short): This vowel when stressed has the 

short sound of é, the tongue being in the same position 

for both. Hence e (short) does not correspond to “e” 

in the words “ bed,” “let,” “ bet.” For the production 

of the English “e” the tongue is quite relaxed, and is 

not arched in front. 

(e) € unstressed has a more relaxed sound than the 

preceding vowel, and resembles the second “e” in the 

word “ meshes.” 

(f) 1 (long). This is the third or high caot vowel. 

The tongue is arched higher for this vowel than for é, 

* See Chapter X. | 
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and leaves only a very small passage for the air, but the 

passage must be wide enough to prevent audible friction: 

The mouth is not quite so open as for é (Fig. VI.), 

There is a marked difference between the sound of i 

in Irish and that of “7” in the word “ machine,” or 

the “e” in “deep.” Professor Sweet says that for the 

production of “i” the front of the tongue is raised as 

high and as close to the palate as possible, without 

causing audible friction or buzz, so that the:main body — 
of the tongue slopes down from the front of the mouth 

backwards. For the production of “‘i” the centre of 
the tongue is arched as high as possible towards the 

front of the hard palate, whilst the tip of the tongue 

rests against the lower teeth: the tongue therefore 

slopes down both towards the back and the front of 

the mouth. | 

(g) 1 (short). This vowel has the short sound .of i. 

Kiven in unaccented positions the sound of the 1 is dis- 

tinctly heard—e.g., Tuaium, byupim. 

Section III.—Nasal Vowels. 

This section may be omitted until the first nine 

chapters have been read. 

13. In the formation of nasal vowels voIcCED BREATH 

FLOWS THROUGH THE NOSE as well as through the mouth. 

Nasal vowels are common in Irish, as well as in other 

Kuropean languages (especially French). These sounds 

are very rich and sonorous; and those who neglect 

them will never acquire the correct Irish vtar. 

(a) Practice. Pronounce 6, sustaining the sound for 
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everal seconds. It will be noticed that the sound is 

not affected if we close the nostrils by pressing the sides 

of the nose with the fingers—provided the hand does 

not come in front of the mouth. This proves that air 

is not passing through the nose. Pronounce the 6 

again, and, whilst maintaining the sound, try to force 

the breath through the nose. When we succeed in pro- 

ducing a nasal 6, the sound is almost destroyed by 

closing the nostrils with the fingers. If we tap the side 

of the nostril with the finger whilst pronouncing a nasal 

vowel we get an intermittent sound similar to that pro- 

duced by bringing the hand up to and away from the 

mouth whilst sounding an ordinary vowel. 

14. Any vowel followed by +s becomes a _ nasal 

vowel. Listen carefully to an Irish speaker whilst he 

pronounces the words : reléburde and pnadmurde, ta 

and Lara. 

The nasality is very slight in some districts, for we find such 

variant spellings as ampdn and abydn. 

Dési (Waterford) Irish is the richest in nasal vowels, for besides 

those developed by tn, the diphthongs developed from a, ea, and 10, 

by a “ protected liquid” (except ) (§ 59), are always strongly 

nasal. 

Nasal Vowel and Twang. 

15. When the passage at the back of the mouth 

which leads to the nasal cavity is kept only slightly 

open, we hear the nasal twang so common in American 

speech (the Irish word for it is ““caoépponaige”). This 
twang afiects all the vowels, but is, of course, more 

audible in the broad than in the slender vowels. In the 
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pure nasal vowels, the passage to the nose is much 
more open than in the production of twang. 

CHAPTER V. 

16. Table of Irish Consonants. 

Stops SPIRAN'’S Liquips 

NAME 

hag Voiced — Voiced | Nasal | 

| i | es 
Labials §| broad -| p | DiFp| ho) m)— | — 

(j slender | pj > [rp] m6.) m | — 

| | 
il Se (No zin Dentals | broad Cc} 0] S |i | 0 fap 

| 
Alveolar* -j| slender | c | 0 | r as n | je |i 

| | 3 

Palatals -.| slender ec Ls [ef] &S [a5 | — | — 

Gutturals - broad aa Ae | S | Cc ae s ng APR re 
: The various letters having the sound of Vocal chords broad - ny ee ee 

17. Every consonant in Irish has, at least, two 

distinct naturalt sounds—the one broad, the other 

slender. An Irish consonant gets its broad sound 

whenever it immediately precedes or follows a teatan 

(broad) vowel in the same word. An Irish consonant 

* The consonants formed by placing the tongue on or close to 

the hard rim (§ 2) are called “ Alveolars.”’ 

+ They have also aspirated sounds—Chap. VI. 
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is slender whenever it is immediately preceded or 

followed by e or 1 in the same word. 

In the above table the large letters denote the broad, 

and the small the slender, consonants. 

18. All the Irish consonants, except the aspirated 

ones, require a much stronger contact than the English 

consonants. Likewise all the Irish long vowels are about 

half as long again as the normal long vowels in English. 

Voiceless stops, such as p, ct, c have no sound 

whatever in themselves, and are rendered audible 

only by the puff of breath or explosion which 

accompanies them. 

The Irish mutes (7.e., the voiceless stops) are 

pronounced with much greater force than the corres- 

ponding consonants in English ; hence such spellings as 

‘“bhoy ” by Englishmen, who wish to mimic our Anglo- 

Trish pronunciation. 

yp, 0, and m. 

19. In pronouncing p, v, or m (broad) the lips are 

protruded as far as possible, and are rounded as in the 

production of a long u (the lips then making contact in 

order to produce a stop). The only difference between 

pp and 0 (broad and slender) is that 0 1s voIcED, {0 Is 

VOICELESS. As already explained (§ 9) the difference 

between b and Mm is the passing of the voiced air through 

of the nose for M, but not for 0. 

When pronouncing , 0, or M (slender) the lips are 
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drawn tight, and consequently become broader than 

usual ; they are resting against the teeth and are slightly 

inturned. : : 

In pronouncing the English labials the lips are in their 

normal position—+.e., between the two positions of the 

lips for the broad and the slender labials in Irish. 

(a) 2 seldom occurs as the final letter of an Irish word and never 

occurs as the initial letter except (1) in loan words from other 

languages; (2) in slang words, and those of onomatopaic origin ; 

(3) in metamorphosed words which formerly had some other initial. 

(b) b is sometimes silent after m in the body of a word—e4g., 

viomb4d, comblarp, &c. These are really cases of eclipsis (§ 139). 

gE 5 ees Fe 

20..For the production of the sound of an Irish f¢ 

the inside (not the edge) of the lower lip is pressed 

against the edges of the upper teeth (thus necessitating 

a slight pursing out of the lips), and then air is forced 

between the lip and the teeth. Ifthe f is to be broad 

the lower lip is removed from the teeth with a slight 

forward motion ; for a slender ¢ the lip is drawn slightly 

backward (7.e., into its natural position). 

~, broad, has the same sound as ¢ broad, and jp | 

slender has that of ¢ slender. 

There is no separate character in Irish to denote the 

voiced sound of f¢ (¢.e., the sound corresponding to the 

English “v”’). 

vi and t when slender get the voiced sound of ¢ 

slender (7.e., ‘‘v”’), whenever they are initial or final. 

When Broan they sometimes get the voiced sound of ¢ 
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broad (i.e., ““v’’), and sometimes they get a sound 

corresponding to English “ w.” 

The sounds are treated more fully in Chapter VI. 

(a) In the terminations of the future and the con- 

ditional of verbs (except the 2nd pers. sing. of the 

conditional) the ¢ is pronounced as an h, except the 

stem of the verb ends in a vowel or silent consonant 

“, $, t), in which case it retains its own sound. 
For the effect of this h sound on the final consonant of the stem 

refer to § 136. 

(b) £ in the termination of the 2nd pers. sing. of the 
conditional, also in the autonomous forms of the future 

and the conditional (except in Ulster) retains its own 

sound. 

(c) In Munster, ¢ in the terminations of the future and con- 

ditional, when pronounced as f, is usually broad in sound.. This is 

not the case elsewhere. 

(d) £ is sometimes pronounced ash besides in the termination of 

the future and conditional of verbs—e.g., ni pérvift is sometimes pro- 

nounced ni h-éro01p1; mé péin=me héin (sometimes). Cf. haith instead 

of faith. 

(e) Inthe following words f is prosthetic—(i.c., it did not formerly 

belong to the words, and its presence is due to false reconstruction, 

on the analogy of words in which initial ¢ becomes silent in 

aspirable positions).—pan, paill, prolap, patac, prappturs, poreait, 

FeroIp, Fopaim (or popu1sim). 

(f) The second ¢ in fraps is usually silent; anpa is pronounced 

anaite. 

0, t, 8. 
21. For the production of the broad sounds of 0 

and € the tongue is pressed against the upper teeth 

(the tongue does not touch the gums). The only 
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difference between ‘0 and c is that 0 Is VoIcED (§ 8), 
ct VOICELESS. 7 

Throughout the most of Ireland the English sounds of ‘‘ th”’ are 

never heard. The vast majority of Irishmen employ the broad 

sounds ofc and. In English “‘ th” 7s not a “‘ stop,” it is a spirant, 

the tongue being placed between the teeth in such a way that the 

breath is not completely stopped. 

(a) Broad S in Irish has not quite so hissing a sound 

as the English “s.” The tongue is placed. on the 

“hard rim” for the production of the English “s,” 

whilst it is placed between the slightly opened teeth for 

the Irish broad S, and a softer sound is the result. 

(6) The sounds of slender » and c are perhaps the 

most difficult sounds for a learner to acquire. Pronounce 

several times the English words “ no,” “‘ now,” “ new,” 

and “‘ Newry.” For the “‘n” in the first two words 

(7.c., hard ““n”) the point of the tongue is pressed 

straight against the “hard rim,” whilst for the “n”’ 

in “new” and “ Newry” it is the front of the tongue 

that is pressed against the “ hard rum,” the point of the 

tongue touching the inside of the upper teeth. 

To produce the slender sound of »o and c the tongue 

is put into position for the “«N’’ of “Newry,’’ and then 

a ct or a ’o is pronounced. The contact between 

the front of the tongue and the “hard rim” is 

broken gradually, and consequently an _ incipient 

spirant is heard with the slender 0 and c. This 

gradual breaking of the contact is necessary for 

the production of the true slender sounds. ‘The incipient 
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74 spirant which is heard, we sometimes refer to as, “a 

suggestive y sound.” Learners should pay particular 

attention to these two consonants, because there is a — 

great tendency at present, even with Irish speakers, to 

drop the true Irish sounds altogether. In Connaught 

the English sound of “ ch”’ is being substituted for that 

of slender c; and the sound of “j” for slender »v; 

whilst in many places in Munster an opposite tendency 

prevails—viz., the substitution of the hard English “t ”’ 

and ‘‘d” for the true Irish slender sounds. This arises 

from two causes: (1) the direct influence of the English 

language being spoken so generally throughout the 

country ; (2) from slovenly pronunciation; just as we 

hear the words “tune,” “ dew,” &c., pronounced by 

mutterers chune, jew, Ke. 

(c) Slender y in Irish corresponds fairly well with 

the sound of “sh” in English: shun, shine. 

Whenever r is followed immediately by p, m, p or cy, 
in the same word, it does not get its slender sound,* 

but has a sound similar to the English hard “s”: 

(“‘ some,” “ same,” “ 

ffMisan, pmigs, Pepioc, peépeanncan. 

saw,” &c.)., e.g.—ppeal, ppéayi, 

In Clare p is pronounced slender in all these and similar words. 

(d) There is a great tendency in the spoken language to add a 

ct’? to verbal nouns ending in “n ”’—e.g., Leanamain(z), caillea- 

main(t), péacain(c), &c. In Munster it is often added to other 

words ending in “n,” ¢.g., éiginc (or é1cint). 

6 

* The working of this law is quite evident in the difficulty 
experienced by Irish speakers (and country people generally) in 
pronouncing the “sh” in the English words—shrill, shrink, shriek, 

shrimp, shrine, &c, 3 

C 
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(e) T is often inserted to separate and thus keep distinct two 

identical, or two like sounds. This usually occurs between “n’ 

and “fy,’* and, sometimes between 1, ¢, and r—eg., Ceann 

tSAile, burdean cpluas, milip tcpeéin, caol trput. 

(f.) The 0 of “v0,” thy, becomes “ct” or “t” before vowels 

or f, except in Ulster and N. Connaught: c’ataip, c’ainm, c’agard. 

(g) In Munster the “‘c”’ in the termination of the autonomous 

present is usually broad—e.g., innpteap, is pronounced innpeap. 

(h) In parts of Munster “ct” after “1” is pronounced t—e.g., 

pailte (= fAdilte), vAlLTA (= DALTA), Ke. 

(i) The combinations py and yp slender have never the normal 

slender values of the letters except in Munster. They often become 

quite broad. The two consonants are often pronounced almost 

simultaneously, so that it is difficult to know which consonant 

is pronounced the first. ; 

The Liquids. 

Lane, Ris: 

22. The liquids are called semi-vowels, because they 

have each a distinct sonant component part. To 

observe this, place the tongue against the upper teeth in 

position for broad “tv.” Drive out a current of voiced 

air and a loud humming noise is produced. The 

breath can be felt escaping between the. sides of the 

tongue and the cheeks. By tapping the cheek with the 

forefinger an intermittent hum is produced. This hum 

is the sonant part of the t, and it is always heard before 

the consonantal portion of the “tsound.” Listen care- 

fully to a person while he pronounces the word “té.” — 
A short “u”’ is heard before the “1.” Test in a similar 

* Similarly :—an cpuit, c1§ an tpagaizic, son truim, &e., but 

these are cases of aspiration. 
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93 manuer the sound of “n. 

against the upper teeth send a current of voiced air 

through the nose (because “‘n” is a nasal consonant). 

A distinct hum is again produced. Notice the effect of 

tapping the side of the nose with the finger. No effect | 

is produced if we tap the cheek, because all the air is 

Whilst the tongue is pressed 

passing out through the nostrils. 

The sonant portion of “n” (also of “m” and “ns5’’) 

is a short nasal neutral “u”—+.e., a “u’”’ formed by 

keeping the tongue flat in the mouth. 

L and UL. 

23. Initial t broad, and tt broad have a strong 
sound not heard in English. To produce this sound the 

tongue is pressed firmly against the inside of the upper 

teeth, whilst for the English “1” the tongue is pressed 

against the “ hard rim.” 

Initial t slender, and tt slender have a sound 

resembling the “1” in the words “ valiant,” “ William,” 

“milion”? : the point of the tongue presses against the 

lower teeth, and the front of the tongue touches the - 

upper teeth and the “ hard rim.” 
Single t when between vowels, or at the end of words, 

has the sound of the English “1” in “ well,” “ will,” 

“wall,” &c. The point of the tongue is pressed against 
the “ hard rim.” : 

Single t following 0 or c has its full broad or slender 

sound according to the adjoining vowels—e.g., ott, 
TLAp, OLA01, OlISe, TLUS. 
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| n and nn. : 

24. Initial n broad and nn broad are formed by 

pressing the tongue against the inside of the upper teeth 

and sending a current of voiced air through the nose. 

In Munster nn broad when final has not quite such a 

‘broad sound as that indicated in the previous paragraph. 

The n sound is produced by placing the point of the 

tongue on the “hard rim” nearer to the teeth than for 

the English “n” in “no,” yet without touching them. 

(a) Initial n slender and nn _ slender have the 

sound of the “n” in “ Newry,” “new,” “ news ’—the 

front of the tongue presses against the “ hard rim.” 

The incipient spirant is very marked after slender n 

when initial. 

In Munster, generally, nn slender when medial is pro- 

nounced as slender ns, but when final it often gets the 

sound of slender nn elsewhere. 

Single n between vowels, or at the end of words, 

is usually pronounced like the English “ n.” 

After a1, 01, 1, single n is usually pronounced like the 

n” in “ Newry ”—e.g., bin, spain, MOin bf\dIn, buIN, 
‘oman. 

The n in muna is pronounced (and now usually 

written) j. 

ce 

66 

ns. 

25. nS is a simple consonantal sound, and all 

writers on phonetics assert that it should be represented 

by a single character. NS may be regarded as a nasa- 

lized ‘‘ 5,” just as “‘n” is a nasalized 0, and m a nasalized 

vp. In the production of ng the tongue is not pressed so 
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firmly against the palate as for 5, just as the lips are not 

pressed together so tightly for m as for b. 

(a) NS slender corresponds to “ng” in “sing” 

“wing, &c., and ns broad to “ng” in “ song,” “lon»,” 

&e. The slender ns is formed with the centre of 

the tongue, the broad ng with the back of it. 

(6) The only difficulty about this sound in Irish is 

that it sometimes occurs at the beginning of words, but 

this difficulty 1s more apparent than real, because in 

actual speech the phrase, not the word, is the wnit—+.e., 

we pronounce a whole phrase with one breath, just as 

if it were one long word. For example, a nsoyt is 

pronounced as one word with the tonic accent on the 

second syllable. The only difficulty, then, consists in 

placing the tonic accent, or stress of the voice, on the 

syllable after the ns, which never happens in English. 

However, constant practice with such phrases as 

“ sing-on, “ bring-in,” “ hang-up,” “ hung-up,” accent- 

ing the second word in each phrase, will be of great 

assistance. 

The student ought not to rest satisfied until he can 

pronounce such a word as “nsé” with facility. The 

following method will assist in acquiring this facility. 

Pronounce several times in succession ‘“insé,” putting © 

the tonic accent on the “é.” Then, without altering 
the position of the tongue, omit the “1 sound,” and 

29 

74 pronounce “nsé”’ by itself. 
: 

(c) N.B.—When practising this sound be careful not 

to pronounce a “5” after the “ng.” For example, 

P- > RBRARDS 
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the English words “Jonger,” “ finger,” &c., are pro- 
nounced as if written “long-ger,” “ fing-ger,” &c. 

(dq) In Munster a “5” is heard after final ns broad—e.g., tons, 

reans, &c. are pronounced Lung-s, peans-5, &c. This occurs only 

when the ng is final. A“ 5” is heard after final nz slender in some 

parts of Munster. 

(e) In Aran ng is pronounced nz-5, except when it is initial. 

(f ) In the past tense of the verb “ cicim, I come ”—viz., tanzar, 

tansaip, &c., the ns is not sounded like the above. In Munster 

the 5 is silent, hence the sound is broad n. In Connaught a vowel 

is pronounced between the n and the 5, thus—tdnagap, tAnasaip, 

& 

R. 

26. The sound of the Irish ; is a great stumbling 

block to those who have been accustomed to speak only - 

English. In his book on Phonetics, Professor Sweet, 

speaking of the English “r” says :—‘‘ This consonant is 

practically a vowel, there being no buzz in it even when 

emphasized or lengthened. Trilling—‘rolling one’s 

rs’—is a defect of pronunciation.” is always a 

pure consonant in Irish, and 7s always trilled. 

R is the most variable and adaptable of all the Irish 

consonants, and has consequently several pronunciations, 

or variations of timbre, which can be learned by care- 

fully listening to native speakers pronouncing them. 

[. (a) Initial , broad and jy broad are produced 

by placing the edge of the tongue very close to the “‘ hard 

rim,’ and causing the tongue to vibrate rapidly in a 

stream of voiced air. he sound resembles initial “r’’ 

in English (e.g., row, road, &c.), but is more trilled 

(z.e., 18 stronger), and is more prolonged. 
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(6) INITIAL SLENDER i is usually pronounced broad, 

except in aspirable positions, when it gets its slender 

sound. 

(c) The slender sound of , is produced by spread in 

the tongue and forming a small hollow in the front 

portion of it. The point of the tongue is brought close 
to the gum just above the upper teeth (7.e., below the 

“hard rm”). The stream of voiced breath is directed 

into the hollow in the front of the tongue, and can be 

felt striking the lower lip. 

(d) Initial broad {\ in aspirable positions is pronounced 

slender—e.g., 00 pus pé=00 uus Pé; E1bLin 4 pin=a 

putin. 

(e) In N. Connaught and Clare a “ y sound” (§ 21(b)) is heard after 

slender , between vowels—e.g., MArjte is pronounced like mawirye. 

(f) In Kilkenny slender , becomes “zh” or “sh”; hence we 

hear bdé:tp\in pronounced like bosheen, and mAipe like mau-zhe, &c. 

ANALYSIS OF THE SOUNDS OF jf. 

(g) The difference in sound between single » and double 4 is not 

at all so marked in Munster as in Connaught, hence the following 

sounds of ; had best be learned by miei a native of Connaught 

pronounce them. 

1. Broad strong— 

(a) Initial broad  unaspirated—e.g., poy. ah 

- (6) Medial-double p broad—e.g., caypais. == "ed 

2. Slender strong— < 
(a) Initial slender + unaspirated—e.g., yi. 

(6) Medial double 1 slender—e.g., parppse- 
These sounds hardly differ from the broad strong sounds (1) 

and often pass into the broad sounds both in modern and ancient 

Trish ; hence such spelling as paob = péab, parhap = peathas 
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3. Broad weak—e.g., capiaro. . 

4. Slender weak—eg., pip. 9 = (? 

In Munster, aspirations of initial broad , often produces (4). 

This is false reconstruction owing to the similarity or identity of 

(1) and (2). 

5. Prolonged , broad— 

(a) Before o—e.g., ceapto. 

(5) Before t or n—e.g., uptlan, cdpndn. 

(c) In yp final—e.g., bapyt (4 = 4). 

(d) Before r sometimes in Munster—e.g., Apparv. 

6. Prolonged slender. The same positions as for 5—(a), ceipro ; 

(b), uiplips dipinedn; (c), Bap (4 = 4). 

27. The sound of m has been described in § 19. 

C, S. 

28. The Irish sounds of c AND 5 (Slender) are formed 

a little farther back in the mouth, and with slightly 

greater tension in the tongue than the slender palatals 

in English—e.g., the “oc,” “k,” and “g” in the words 

“cave,” “king,” “ gw2,” &c. The English palatals are 

formed by bringing the centre of the tongue into con- 

tact with the palate just in front of the boundary 

between the hard and the soft palate. For the Irish 

palatals the point of the tongue is pressed pretty firmly 

against the inside of the lower teeth, the sides of the 

tongue are pressed against the upper back teeth, thus 

99 66 

forming a hollow in the front portion of the tongue. 

The sounds of c AND 5 (broad) are formed in the same 

position as the English gutturals “c” and “g” in 

** coal,” “cool,” “call,” “go,” “cog,” &c. The Irish 

sounds are more forcible than the English ones ($3 18). 

99 

€.9.—Sual, $40, SOpic, CAO, Cop, 54, $6, CA, CU 
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The. Aspirate. 

29. The consonant h (¢ and /) is the only one FORMED 
BY THE VOCAL CHORDS THEMSELVES. If, when air is 

being driven from the lungs over the relaxed vocal 

chords, the latter are suddenly drawn into position for 

vibration, the sudden transition from a silent to a 

voiced current of air gives the sound of h. Similarly, 

if the vocal chords are vibrating and we suddenly relax 

them, we send off the voiced portion of the breath 

with a jerk, and thus get the sound of nh after a vowel. 

(a) It is quite easy to sound an h on to a vowel—e.q., 

nem Rede $8 OO he ab: Rats Ge. bat 

in English we never sound an h off a vowel, although the 

h is written—e.g.. “Oh,” “ Ah.” These words simply 

get the sounds of the two vowels “o” and “a.” In 

Irish we must pronounce an h off a vowel—e.g., jot, 

jit, st; and also between vowels—e.g., paotap, TUATAL. 

No difficulty will be experienced with the sound of h 
between vowels, if the student thinks of such names as 

“Sheehy,” “Tuohy,” “Fahy,” &c. In English, h 
does not occur between vowels except in borrowed 

words—e.g., “tomahawk.” 

(6) The sound of h is a most important one in Irish 

on account of the influence it exerts over the other 

consonants, and also over slender glides. This point 

is treated in § 186. 

Relation of Consonants to Vowels. 

30. We have already pointed out in explaining the 

formation of the liquids (§ 22) the indistinct vowel 
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which forms an inherent component of them. There is 

besides a very close relation between the voiced spirants 

and the vowels. Pronounce ¢ (§ 35 (a)), broad, main- 

taining the sound for several seconds. Now slowly 

move the tongue forward so as to widen the distance 

between the back of the tongue and the soft palate ; 

the result will be a pure vowel sound. Try a like ex- 

periment with the English “z,” in this case lowering 

the front of the tongue, the result will likewise be a pure 

vowel sound: Thus we see that the ONLY DIFFERENCE 

BETWEEN A VOICED SPIRANT AND A VOWEL is the fact 

that for the former the air passage is narrow, and audible 

friction is the result, whilst for the latter the passage 

is wide, and audible friction is not produced. 

Drill Exercises, I.—-VII. 

81. Having carefully studied the directions given in 

the previous chapters for the positions of the organs 

required for the production of the various vowel and 

consonant sounds, the student should frequently be 

exercised on the following lists. The first step is to 

join a vowel and a consonant together, making sure that 

the BROAD CONSONANTS ARE USED WITH THE BROAD 

VOWELS, and the SLENDER CONSONANTS WITH THE 

SLENDER VOWELS. A mere passable pronunciation 1s. 

not sufficient.. It is quite possible for any student, 

with care and practice, to pronounce these combinations 

with the accuracy and btap of a native speaker. 

As soon as the chapter on Aspiration has been 

mastered, the student should come back to these drill- 
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- exercises, and pronounce each of the words aspirating 

the initial letter where possible. 

oy oa 0, a 6. i. 
b,c, 0, f, 5, Mm, n,'p, 7, 7, c. 

Pronounce each of the consonants in succession 

before the 4, thus b4, c4, 04, yc. Then pronounce the 

vowel before the consonants, thus 4b, 4c, &0, 7c. Repeat 

this exercise with each of the five vowels given in the 

first line. 

II. | &, O, U, e, 1. 

b, C, 0, Fp S) l, mM, n, P, 1; r; C. 

This exercise 1s similar toI., except that we have 
the short sounds of the vowels. Pay great attention 

to the vowel u (§ 7 (/)). 

33. The following are lists of simple words :— 

(Lys & } (2) & 

Cphas 04 dA DAC 

Caf La | OAI\ rac 

o4dn ma rr4r MAC 

545 ean 540 LAD 

£AS Lan AT CAT 

TA fan Sat fan 

rar Avo | AIT car 

Lén na 54r slac 

pan pat oc 6G Las 

rap rar lap 7 stor 

nay bao mao MATT 
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(1) & 
Afi | PCoayvo 

pra clap 
rma plan 

(3) 6 

con clor 

fO0 ror 

56 Lon 

mo nor 

mor 0S 

OL por 

{10 {00 

pos ror 

TOS rmotv 

TOL ron 

Pporpic 00 

Of popic 

(5) thand u. 

cub cla 

cluo crib 

ruc ‘oun 

Ot Lub 

muyi plup 

punt v0 

yum pan 



(5) and wu (6) and 1 

uf fu’o ~ min mit 

cu cut OIL rift 

Tu ‘sStin mic cur 

oul muc slic yur 

pluc pur : 

putt bun 

{us cus 

(7) @ and & 
= The vowels é and e never occur in modern Irish, 

except at the end of a word. é: and e1 are employed 

in every other position instead of é and e, respectively. 

re meé éin rceeit 

06 cé NE1Lt béim 

sé Ce Léim ; péim 

le me céim meéifi 

céill.- rein 

ei =—é réip Léipt 

péin Ee1fT  séim Seite 

CHAPTER VI. 

Aspiration. 

34. The word “aspiration” comes from the Latin 

word “ aspirare,”’ which means “to breathe ;” hence 

when we say a consonant is aspirated, we mean that 

_ the BREATH IS NOT COMPLETELY STOPPED IN THE FORMA- 

; 
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TION OF THE CONSONANT, and hence the consonant 

becomes a continuous sound or spirant. | 

From the table of consonants given in the last chapter 

it will be seen that “¢” and “y;” are the only pure 

consonants (the liquids are semi-vowels) which are 

spirants. It will be also seen that all the aspirated 

letters come under the heading “ Spirants.” 

35. The following examples will show how the 

aspirated consonants are formed. To produce the 

sound of the consonant “v,” the lips are pressed firmly 
together for an instant, and voiced breath is forced 

out on separating them. If we wish to produce the 

sound of b aspirated (or 6), we must breathe the whole 

time whilst trying to form the sound of b—+.e., we 

must not close the lips entirely, and the resulting sound 

is like the English consonant “v.” Hence we say the 

sound of & (in some positions) is “v” (or better, the 

voiced sound of “ ¢’’). 

(a) To produce 5 (broad) the back of the tongue is 

raised so as to make contact with the soft palate ; 

but for ¢ the back »f the tongue is brought very close 

to the soft palate, but does not touch it, so as to leave a 

small passage for the coniinuous stream of voiced 

breath. 

When initial, > BROAD has the same sound as § broad. 

(b) For the sound of “” the inside of the lower lip 

is pressed against the edge of the upper teeth, and the 

breath is forced out between them. For ¢ the teeth 

and the lower lip do not touch at all, and the result is 

an inaudible stream of air. Hence f is silent. 
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(c) For “c” slender contact is made with the centre 

of the tongue and the palate just behind the boundary 

between the hard and the soft palate. For ¢ slender 

the tongue is brought very close to the palate, but does 

not touch it, and whilst the tongue is in this position 

we pronounce an h, and a very soft sound is the result. 

The sound may be described as “ a voiceless English y.” 

From the rules which follow, the formation of the 

remaining aspirated sounds can be easily learned. In 

a later chapter we shall treat of the effects of the 

aspirated consonants on the vowels. 

© and m. 

36. WHEN SLENDER, 6 AND th ARE PRONOUNCED LIKE 

vor ¢ (slender) voiced. In Munster they are usually 

silent when they occur medially (7.e., in the body of a 

word), unless when followed by a long vowel sound, in 

which case they retain their consonantal sound “ vy ”— 

é.g., Laimin, TAoibin. 

WHEN BROAD, 6 AND th (FINAL) ARE PRONOUNCED 

LIKE v; except in Ulster, where they are pronounced 

_ like t—e.g., tar in Ulster=té-0.. 

INITIAL 6 AND 1th (BROAD) ARE PRONOUNCED LIKE 
<4 39 w”’; except in Munster, where they are like “vw” 

before a broad vowel. 

AS A GENERAL RULE b AND 1h) (BROAD) WHEN MEDIAL 

ARE SILENT, except in the termination -mmap. The con- 

sonantal sound is retained when they are followed by 

a long vowel sound: Siubdén, athain. 

EXAMPLES.—Libd, fib, bi, Laith, beO, NITh, 6, Hadar, 
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640, MAr0e, Nimnedac, Muimnese, cuibe, oOuibe, LAm, 

folam, TALAM, OUD. 

(a) b frequently resists aspiration after m—eg., am byuatay; 

nd bi ’am bovpad. i 

(0) b is generally unaspirated in Leanburvde (from Leanbd, a child). 

(c) 6 in bup* is silent in Munster, but lengthens the ‘“u” to 4. 

(d2) 6 in eapbard bAnbs, badd Teapbac, is pronounced un- 

aspirated (7.e., as b) in Munster. 

(e) In Munster 6=v_ in the following words :—pardb1p1, vo1Loip, 

poilbip, peipbe, peilbe, soibinn, arbnear, and a few other. 

(f) b=f in carpibde. 

G 

37. When broad, ¢ has a guttural sound not heard 

in English. This sound is produced in the same position 

as = (§ 35 (a)), the only difference between the two sounds 

is that $ is voiced, ¢ voiceless. 

INITIAL ¢ (SLENDER) has the soft sound already de- 

scribed (§ 35 (c)). Cinn, Geol, cim, Céim, GéiLe. 

In all other positions ¢ slender has this soft sound 

when followed by a vowel, except in Munster, where 

¢ slender (medial and final)=h. fice, ‘opoicean, 

Micil, Oo1ceall. 

(a) In the future and the conditional of verbs of 

the second conjugation “¢” is usually silent—e.g., 

A00ea0 = 4fr000, DailLeoéaipi=baileomp; but the com- 

bination—¢ct—is pronounced gf, or simply ¢: ¢eann- 

6ctTA=CeaAnnofa. 

(b) &¢ in Geana is pronounced as an ordinary h. 

* Hay is the correct spelling, but tup has come into general use 

during the last few years, 
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(c) €=p in 1oméaq and timéeatt. 

(qd) é=nhincusam, cugac, &c. (Ulster and Connaught). 

(e) In Munster ¢ is silent in optoé. 

0 and S. 

88. Init1aL: © and ¢ broad have the guttural sound, 

already described (§ 35 (a)). 

%, slender, is like an English “ 

s, slender, has not quite the oa of the 

English “yy,” the colour of 5 is dis- 

-tinctly heard. 
MepIAL: both 0 and ¢ are silent. 

Finat: both © and $ (SLENDER) are silent, except in 

Munster, where final slender » and § are pronounced 

like slender 5* (unaspirated). 

(a) In Munster © and § slender at the end of the verb-stem, or 

verb inflection, are silent (just as in Connaught) when a personal 
pronoun immediately follows, otherwise they are like 5. 

S at the end of Surnames—eg., 6 OALa1s is silent; except in 

the patronymic form in aé—e.g., capatl an Bruanars (= Bytranaig). 

In Connaught and Ulster final © BRoap has the 

sound of a very light ‘““w” in all words ending in 4% 

or ead, whether verbs, nouns, verbal nouns, or geni- 

tives—e.g., mitted (mill-oo), ceinead (ten-00), cuipiead 

(Kir-oo), &c. In Munster (and in Aran) final » broad 
is entirely silent, except in the cases mentioned below. 

(c) O (BROAD) in the termination of the 3rd pers. sing. 

of the Imperative and the Imperfect Indicative is pro- 

nounced like ¢ (broad). 

* > is silent in bpis and pis, and ° is silent in niv. 

D 
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(d) © (BROAD) in the termination of the past tense, 

autonomous form, gets a variety of pronunciations— 

viz., 6 in W. Cork, Kerry, and Galway; 5 in E. Cork, 

Waterford, and Kerry; ¢ in N. and W. Kerry, Corka- 

guiney and Clare. ; 

(ec) © (BROAD) in some verbal nouns is sometimes 

pronounced m—e.g., léigead or Léisedth, O64n4d, OF 

ésnamh, caitesd or caiteam. When % in verbal 

nouns is not pronounced as 1 it is silent, but in Ulster | 

and Connaught it lengthens the 4 or ea to 00: buatad, 

MOLad. | 

({) OA AS THE TERMINATION OF AN ADJECTIVE=54 

in Munster ; but ga in Connaught. Cpooa, o1a04; in 

muinnTeaposa, OA=TA. 

EXAMPLES.—O4, O4n, Sol, Surd, 040, Laos, mapigad, 

Seatll, Siotta, Laois, mapicaigs, 0 1mt1§ pé, Cuard fé, 

beio ré. 

| p and f. 

39. ) slender is pronounced like slender ¢; » broad 

like broad y. 

f, broad and slender, 1s silent (§ 35 (b))— | 

piob (=fiob), pdaipoe (—faipoe), port, por, pinsinn, 

pine, pop, ni furl (=nit), m’feapn (=meap), cA 

ré in’peayt (ineap). 

c and S. 

40. T and § are pronounced like nh (§ 29). When p 

slender is followed by a long teatan vowel sound it is 

pronounced like initial ¢ slender (§ 35 (c))— — 
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tap, TAINIs, PAL, PUL, TOS, TUS, biT, jot, ic, piol, 

peapam, TeANS A. 

S=¢ in Seagain, feot, pinball, fiubsatpainn, &e. 

(a) t (broad) when final is pronounced ¢ in Dési; bpat=bpdc, 

 -gaot = 5406, lust —Luae, 0AtT= 046, pput—pyuc, &e., Ke, In the 

genitive case, however, the t is retained—e.g., prota, 04t4 (Henebry). 

CHAPTER VII. 

Cot te Caot 7 Leatan te Leatan. 

41. We now come to the much abused, but little 

understood, law of Irish Phonetics, commonly called 

cdot te caot, We have already learned that in Insh 

there exist two sets of consonants—the broad and the 

slender, formed in very different, and easily distinguish- 

able, positions. We shall show in this chapter that it is 

in most cases impossible to pass from a broad consonant 

to a slender vowel, or from a slender SesOBN to a 

broad vowel, or vice versa without the aid of a “ glide.” 

These glides are organic necessities, and exist, to a 

greater or less extent, in all languages that possess 

front and back vowels and consonants. The law for 

Irish pronunciation and spelling may be stated as 

follows :— 

. 42. Whenever a single consonant (except nh), or two 

eonsonants that easily blend (i.c., formed in the same 

position) come between two vowels, in the same word, both 

the vowels must be slender or both must be broad. 
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§ 48. Caot te caot is not a spelling rule. It is absurd 

to treat it as such. It is a law of speech. 

Take for example the word “vd.” If we wish to 

get a diminutive from this word we add the termination 

in. If we write béoin we get a combination of letters 

which it 1s impossible to pronounce, as they stand, in 

one word. We could pronounce b4éo in, by making a 

pause after the “o,” but then we get two words. If 

CAol Le caot were a mere spelling rule, then the word 

would be appropriately written b4ouin, b&oain, Or bA00iIn. 

Any of these spellings satisfies the so-called rule, and 

has, moreover, the advantage of preserving the original 

spelling of the stem. The three spellings just given are 

easily pronounced, because the broad vowel after the 

“5” acts as a glide from the broad ‘“‘o” to the slender 

“4.” As a matter of fact the diminutive of the word 
vo is not written like the above, simply because a is 

not so pronounced by Irish speakers. All Trish speakers 

make the “‘o” slender, on account of the influence of 

the slender i. Now, before this slender “-o” there 1s 

a broad “4”; but we cannot pass from a broad vowel 

to a slender consonant without the aid of a slender 

glide, therefore the word is written bdroin. 7 

44. We shall now enter more fully into this very 

important subject of “ glides,’’ and endeavour to show 

how they are formed. We shall first take a few English 

words—e.g., ‘‘ awkward,” “ oak,” “ cool,” and show that 

_ glides really exist in English, although most persons are 

unaware of the fact. Take the first syllable of the 

word “‘ awkward ”’—i.e., awk. To propounce the “ aw” 
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the tongue is slightly arched up at the back (§ 11 (a)), 

and a current of voiced air is driven from the lungs 

(of course it is not voiced whilst actually in the lungs, 

it is voiced by the vocal chords (§ 1)). The tongue is 

then raised so as to make contact with the soft palate 

in order to produce the consonant “k,” but in doing 

so it passes through the positions for the English vowels 

“o” and “u.” This latter vowel is quite audible, so 

that we really hear the two sounds “aw—wuk.” THE 

“uu” IS A BROAD GLIDE. It must be formed, therefore 

there is no necessity for indicating it in writing. With 

regard to the second word—viz., “‘ oak,” the first remark 
we have to make is that the “a” has no function 

whatever in this word, and if English was spelled 

phonetically, this “a” would not be written. In 

‘pronouncing the word the tongue is first put into 

position for the mid back vowel—i.e., ““o” (§ 11 (d)), 

and is then raised to make contact for the “‘k,’ and 

thus produces a short “u,” consequently we actually 

pronounce “o—uk.”’ In pronouncing “ cool,” no glide 

is formed between the k and the u, because in lowering 

the tongue from the position for “k” to that for “00” 

we do not pass through the position for any other 

vowel, therefore a glide is not formed. But immediately 

after the sounding of the “oo’* the tongue has to move 

bodily forward in the mouth in order to make contact 

for the “1,” and whilst the tongue is making this move- 
ment voiced air is passing through the mouth, and con- 

sequently an undefinable (as regards position) vowel 

must be produced, and the sound of the word is like 
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““ coo—el.”’ The ‘e” which we have written must not 

be confounded with the sound of “e” in the word 

“cruel? In this latter word both the “u” and the 

“e” are distinct vowels—viz., the long, high, back 

vowel, and the short mid front vowel; whilst the 
Ce 99 e” in “coo—el” is a mere glide. 

45. Thus we see that glides do, and must, exist in 

English as well as in Irish, but the important point 

which we wish to emphasise is, that it is not necessary 

to write the glides in English (nor is it done), but it 

is absolutely necessary to write them in Irish. This 

arises from the fact that in Irish we have two 

distinct sets of consonants—the BROAD and the 

SLENDER. In English there are not two sets of con- 

sonants. There are only three consonants which have 

both broad and slender sounds—viz., “k,” “g,” and 

“no ”’—e.g., “ king,” “call,” “give,” “go,” “longing,” 

“gong.” Observe that the English broad consonants 

are always beside a back or broad vowel, whilst the 

three slender ones are used with the slender or front 

vowels. In Irish a broad consonant may be used with 

a slender vowel, or a slender consonant with a broad 

vowel. In this case we must write a glide, not to help 

pronunciation, for the glide must exist, but to show that 

the consonant is broad or slender as the case may be. 

99 66 

46. The real function of glides, then, in Irish writing is 

to indicate the broadness or slenderness of the adjacent 

consonant. | 

Take for example the word “sttn. There is, and 
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ue 99 must be, a glide between the “5” (a back consonant) 

and ‘‘u” (a front consonant). We shall pass over this 

glide. In pronouncing the 4 the point of the tongue 

is drawn back as far as possible, and the back of the 

‘tongue is arched up (§ 11 (/)). Whilst bringing the 

tongue forward to the upper teeth in order to produce 

the ““n” (§ 14), a broad glide is formed and is distinctly 

heard—viz., “ sta-un.’—As the n is broad and the a 

broad, it is unnecessary to write this glide. Take, 

however, the dative case of this word—viz., “ sttin.” 

Again the tongue in moving forward from the position 

for “a” to that of “n” must produce a glide, as in 

the former case, but IN THIS CASE THE GLIDE IS WRITTEN, 

not because it is actually formed, BuT To sHOW US 

THAT WE ARE TO PRONOUNCE A SLENDER nv (§ 24 (a))—~2.e., 

the tongue must touch the ‘‘ hard rim” (§ 2). The tongue 

in passing up to the “ hard rim” actually produces a 

slender glide. If we possessed distinct characters for the 

broad and slender sounds of the same letter, the writing 

of glides could be dispensed with; but we have not 

separate characters, therefore the glides are written to 

show whether the broad or the slender sound of the con- 

sonant is to be produced. 

47. Sometimes the slender glide introduced affects 

the vowels already in the word. This matter is fully 

treated under the heading “‘ Digraphs ’—Chapter X. 

48. It is quite evident from what has been already 

said that the spoken vowels (one or both may be only 

glides) surrounding a single consonant must be either 
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both slender or both broad. This also happens with 

consonants that easily blend. In the word “buaitteap”’ 

the “1” before the “‘t”’ shows that the ‘‘t” is slender, 

therefore the tongue makes contact for the consonant 

just above the hard gums; but this is exactly the 

position of a slender “‘c” (for they are both alveolar), 

therefore the cis also slender, and the e is written after 

it to show that it is so; although in this case it is not 

really necessary. If we tried to pronounce “ buaitcayi,”’ 

(.e., broad c), it would be necessary to slide the ha: 

down from the position for “t” (slender) to that for “ 

(broad) without producing any sound ; the result wal 

be the formation of two distinct words—viz., buatt Tai. 

In such a word as buailfan, the t is again slender, whilst 

the « after the ¢ shows that the ris broad; but since the 

Lis formed with the tongue, and ¢ with the lips, this word 

can easily be pronounced, because the lips move into 

position for a broad - even before the tongue is re- 

moved from the ‘“‘hard rim.” Asamatter of fact the p is 

pronounced broad in Munster, although the 1 is slender. 

The word voréc is a good example of what we are ex- 

plaining. The ¢ is broad, and the: is written before it 

to indicate that the c is slender ; it is a defect in Irish 

orthography that it has no other way of indicating a 

slender c after a broad ¢. | 

49. We mentioned above that h is an exception, and 

the reason for this is very plain. The hard sound of n 

is always formed by the vocal chords themselves, and 

therefore can be quite independent of the vowels which 
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precede or follow. For instance, the spelling vital is 

quite pronounceable, and fully represents the Munster 

sound of the word that is usually written vit¢eatt or 

‘oiteatt; but in Connaught the slender ¢ in this, and other 

‘like words, is not a mere h sound, but the real sound of 

initial slender ¢ (§ 37). 

CHAPTER VIII. 

Rules for the Tonic Accent. 

50. The position of the stress of the voice in the 

pronunciation of words is one of the main factors in 
producing differences of dialect. The position of the 

stress 1s greatly influenced by the pitch of the voice. 

In Ulster the “falling inflection” is prevalent, whilst 

in the south of Ireland the “rising inflection”’ is general— 
z.e., in Munster the pitch of the voice in the second 

syllable is higher than in the first ; in Ulster it is lower 

than in the first. Between the two extremes of the 

country every shade of variety exists, 

51. In Ulster both pitch and stress are highest on 

the first syllable, and to this there is no exception, 

In Munster, the general rule of stress on the first syllable 

is often counteracted by the universal one of pitch on 

the second. Hence the word apdn is pronounced a’ pan 
in Ulster, in Munster, ’pdn. 

52. (1) In simple words the tonic accent or stress of 

the voice falls on the first syllable— 

ASUP, CAPALL, TODAY, DOPAP, DALLA, FOLAM, FADA, 
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(2) In derived words the first syllable retains the 

tonic accent, unless a long vowel occurs in the second 

syllable— | 

banuigs, Caillim, amanta, feipedanna, MApcals. 

(3) When a long vowel occurs in the second syllable 

the tonic accent is drawn on to that syllable in Con- 

naught and in Munster— 

bywodn, folldin, capdn, fuireos, capuip, Copdin, 

Comé4p, Oft065, Suipicin, vAroin, mAilin, oiledn, 

fuinneos. 

(4) In Munster (but not in Connaught or in Clare) the 

terminations -a¢ or aét (eaét), occurring in the second 

syllable will draw the tonic accent to themselves, except 

when there is a long vowel in the first syllable— 

MATPICAC, DACAC, DEANNACT, CuUPpac, peAacac. 

Notice the position of the accent in— 

mapcaé (2nd), mazcaig (1st); vacac (2nd), vacars — 

(Ist); coileac, coils; peacac, peacais ; 

beannacc, beannuis. 

(a) The termination (e)a¢ does not draw the tonic 

accent over t, but a long vowel sound does. 

(1) Latac, poiteac, patac, DATAC, CATAC, DLATAC. 

(2) caitige, cataoip, maiteanhnap, bpeiteamnar, 

Lataise. 

(5) A long vowel in the second syllable cannot attract 

the tonic accent over a “ protected liquid” (§ 59)— | 

lompdail (=1ompod in C), ptpeanncdn, opanncan 

neanncos. | Shy ita , 
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(6) In compound words the accent sometimes falls 

on the prefix, sometimes on the stem. 

(a) When the component parts are fused together 

the accent falls on the prefix,* unless a long vowel in 

the second syllable draws the accent to itself: oombtar, 

Aimtesp, aipios, anpa (§20(7)), poipnespic, andyunrt, 

comupps, comaiile, comsipeam, atéTuipipe, Comedy cap 

( = Kee-uss-gur), Leatdopiap, DAnpiogain. 

The accent is drawn from the first syllable by the long - 

vowel in: neampuim (=na-heem), roipcéat, teattsod, 

Leitpcéat, coiscpiog, eapcdrproedp, POIPEeisin. 

Both syllables are equally accented in neathnid 

(nav’-nee), viombév (vi-m4), peanoyisol, naordedndn. 

(b) In those words in which the component parts are 

still regarded as separable, the accent falls on the stem. 

coimmear, Comaimrpip, aipeipse, cotmtorsan, rean- 

ATA, Leap-dAinm, OO0-mMApbTA, 1ONTUISpeanac, 

incple1otTe, coimcedansail, Dicedannaim, nerh- 

pesd (=ne-fa). 

* This passing of the accent from the stem to the prefix has had 
the peculiar effect of giving compound verbs a double conjugation 
in Old Irish—an wuncontracted and a contracted inflection. The 
latter was used after such particles as ni, nac, so, &c. For ex- 

ample—from the root “ ym,” a number, des the prefix “a0” 
was formed the uncontracted present, “ adpum1,” he counts, but after 
ni the contracted form was used—viz., ni Aipimn1, he does not count 

(These words were not aspirated in writing in Old Irish—viz., aoyum1, 
4ipm1, fam). The accent was on the stem in adyium, but on the 
prefix in 41pm. 

The verbs which are called “ irregular’ in Modern Irish are only 
survivals of this double inflection—e.g., vo-beipim, I give (accent 

on beri); ni Cablarpaim=ni Tabptarm F I> ust give (= ni do- 
6(e1)141m) with accent on the prefix. 

9? 
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53. The vowels in the syllable immediately preceding 

the accented syllable are shortened, and in many cases 

are almost entirely lost. 

palac=p'lae. DACAG = bUCAC, 
popac=fipac. copoin=cpdin. 

C1IOTOS =CITOS. popoipte = ppioirte. 

Anan =’pdn, TA GIP =Tpeip. 

capén =ctpan. 1OIf\="OIf1. 
Cuppac =cupasc. biopndn = byiedn. 

bpavdn = bpaAn rpapdan=pppan. 

beasdén=vbisan. puldéip=—p' aig. 

SALAnT4A = 5) LANTA. 

54. There are some short words which are never 

stressed in ordinary conversation or reading ; such as— 

(1) the definite article an, na; (2) the possessive ad- 

jectives mo, oo, 4; (3) the modern relative particle, as 

also the particles oo- and «- used before some of the 

irregular verbs ; (4) all particles such as 50, sup, ni, nac, 

niopt, mupia, &e., &e., used with verbs ; (5) monosyllabic 

prepositions, &c. 

These words are sometimes spoken of as proclitics, 

because they throw their accent on to the following 

noun or verb. 

For example: an fesy is pronounced as one word— 

vlz., inpear, with the accent on the second syllable ; 

Afi An Scléj as one word of three syllables, with the 

tonic accent on the third syllable, 
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55. In Connaught and Munster ann is proclitic in 

annpo, annpan, annpdo (7.e., ann is not accented, but 

throws its accent on to the following syllable) : 

Munster - annro, annpan’, anno’. 

Connaught - inpeo’, inpin’, in 7100". 

Ulster - snn’peo, ann’sin, ann’ pitro. 

56, The n of the singular article (an) is usually omitted 

(in pronunciation), unless a vowel immediately precedes. 

or follows, e.g.— 

4p An TODAN=A4fP A’ TODA, 

olin AN DOPAP=—0HN A’ OOPsP ; 

but, an ordce, TA An OOPAP OtintTA (=TA4 ’n, KC.) so 

Oi An Ait, &e, 

When emphatic, however, the n is retained— 

An Pest PO=in fesri fo, 

An bedAn fan =1n bedn Pan. 

57, The preposition 15 is usually pronounced es or 

is, though se (from aise) is common in Munster. 

The 5 of as is not pronounced before verbal nouns 

beginning with a consonant :— 

45 P4p=ae Pp; 45 Oul= 4 out; 

but, a5 OL, a5 imiqic. 

If a vowel precedes and a consonant follows, the as 

is suppressed : cA fé A5 DUL=CA Pé ’OuL, 

$4 or 04 (before verbal nouns)= 4 (generally\, the 4 

being always stressed. The « of as on the contrary is 

never stressed. 

In the compounds of a5 with the personal pronouns 
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the accent falls on the second syllable in Munster. The 
4 in second syllable in asam, asat, Aca, although 

stressed=second 4 in “ capatt.” 

58, As the student has now learned the rules which 

govern the position of the tonic accent, we shall introduce 

words of more than one syllable. In these exercises. 

the words are not classified according to the vowel 

sounds, as in the first set of exercises. 

(1) capatt molar OLTA CAfiA 

DALLA EA0A puca mite 

rrona LAC rponar ounaAnn 

ONDA cusann COTA Toba 

Noa pona olann olann 

oonar pibe mie milte 

cuma polar Site reituins 

(2) cipin caros DATOS Aan 

saprun rceso0adn capan captp 

Comé4r O00 bpavdn ppapan 

MAPCAC DACAC TODAC PALACE 

polar OOLsr plam ar basin 

pibin pucos rusdén bAbos 

cosann Apoan CupicTapt Opnoma 

pusar pola Olay rdapann. 

Olt 4p ranann OuNnTA Eijie 

puncva SALA mMALA- OATA 

(3) cooanna AMA 04N froipie 

DADOTA oOplomanna SAapana 

AmMANNA sisium pibini 

cipini roam act PASAT . 
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TACLA PCADALL mirte 

AMANNTA cpondan Placa 

linsgim falann Lubpap 

PTTAOANN OANA OOLAN 

olc4fr TCATA OUNTA 

(4), oopar palann unsir 

| bacann DACAC TNO 

Lares cora bara 

gala poval flapla 

Tareas pura TACA 

mala CODA CporTa 

OANA mona TUSTA 

bpomac MALA oile 

Erqunn pooari clirte 

READING EXERCISE. 

(5) (a) T& (a)n capall a5 Ot ap* an Toba. 

(5) Nit an cobap pan Slan, Ac’ TA TAIT MOzI Af AN 

Scapatt. (pr. sapatt (§ 139)). 

(c) Cé h-6 rin 45 An Oosr. 

(d) TA Ape annpan assur é 45 1m14c. 

(e) Tusgann ré an SAltin 00 Nopa. 

(f) Stacann Nope an satin. 

(g) TA an TOL Ap An upldn (M.u=dc (§ 78)). 

(h) Nit an olann asam for. 

(2) Caprap ope pean asup mdla mop pao1 (M=¢zé) 

AN APCALL AIS e. 

(7) TA An DONaP aq An LA. 

(k) T&i1m (M.=im (§ 72)) ap ap an apdn. 

* ap, out of, is pronounced ass. 
af or ip, and, os 188. 
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(1) M4 cA ns BN6S4 San aga, nit bpidn ofc. 
(m) TA ocpap mop Ap an spat. 

(x) TA4 An OOpap Mf SLar. 

(0) Scav annpan, TA an Dopap OGnTA For. 

CHAPTER IX. 

Protected Liquids. 

Most of this Chapter has reference to Munster pronunciation only. 

59. Double t, n, and yj (7.e., Ut, nn, py), and single 

m and ns, when final, or when followed by a con-- 

sonant, are called “ protected liquids.’’ | 

Single , is protected when followed by ort, by n, 

when the n is followed by a vowel, and by ct+a 

consonant. 

KXAMPLES : Salt, Sleann, Zalvoas, sleannta, cam, 

meallpao, reans, Feds, Oeapina, 1ompurg. In the 

foregoing words the underlined liquids are protected. 

They are not protected in the following words: 

sleanna, Sedllaim, Cama, TeAnsa, Longa, Fes, 

peamyta, Heat, cain, opin, &e. 

Single m at the end of a word is protected, because our modern 

single m in such a position was formerly written mm—e.g., cam was 

formerly written camm, and still earlier cam (cf. English “‘ comb” = 

com). 

In the remainder of the book the ruies, or portion of 

rules, printed in heavy type, apply both to Munster and | 

~{o Connaught. 
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In the following examples the words underlined are pro- 

nounced alike in Munster and Connaught. 

60. Whenever « or e« (BOTH SHORT), oceurring in the first 

syllable of a word is followed by Ub, OR, OL, M4, HR, 

or by a protected liquid (except n), the 4 or ea is pro- 

nounced “ou ’’—~.e., like the “ ou ”’ in “‘ house,” or the 

ow” in * how.” | 

N.B.—tm PRODUCES A NASAL DIPHTHONG. 

In Dasi the protected liquids produce a strongly nasal diphthong 

in the above cases, and the diphthong itself is somewhat like a—ou. 

ADA ADAC Abainn Abpan 

am ann Anna Annpact 

aman AMAPIC Amsfr AMAPTAT 

AMLAIO AmMpar bLann vay CALLTATI 

ball baAnTpPAcT besann Canncar ceann 

cabaipi CAM CANNTLACT CLABA cleamnar 

ceAnnecap ceannra OALL OfANNDAL 

cplann O0ADAC FALLPA FALlpacc 

OPANnnTan opeam FEALLTAC franncac 

Fann Feall 5abarm SAbat 

SABA sabaAnn SAL SAlLlLoOa 

cabat SABLOS sAnnoat seanncac 

Samhain s4nn Seaulta seamayi 

Seatl Seatlpao  Labsiaim Labpop 

Labsrqi Labs pT Leabaplann matt 

Leabar Leabasilan Leabyidn meatlac 

mannTsac meabaif meaLllPao MeaLllt a 

medabpac meal 
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means 3 nam.at’o neanncos pallcds (or 

ralltos)  —«s peann yann pannpdipiceae 

pam ap pleamayt PAnnTac panne | 

reab4sac feans plabrnsad = pplanne 

plearmiain rrann rpanncapnars pepeanncan 

Teal ceann | ceannta TeAmMpall 

(a) In Ulster the group—aba (eaba) is pronounced like 

6—é.g., ADAINN, FAVGA, OABAC, Leabapl, ABPdn, ~eabac, 

TADAIT. | 

(6) In Desmond cabaryt is pronounced cq; so also all parts 

of this verb—e.g., cabpaim=cupaim, &c.; but the phrase cabaip 

‘dom (give me) is pronounced like thrum. 

(c) The ‘“‘ou diphthong” is heard in peanoa, peanoact, 

and PeAatrofisor 5 ; but there is no diphthong in L eamonitte, 

rearrotin, &c. 

61. It is only when the « or ea occurs in the accented 

syllable that the diphthong is produced ; hence there i is 
no diphthong in 

CAPALL, movann milleann, muileann 

annpo (§ 55) annpan annpto E 

62. It is only in the first syllable that 04, mA, mn 

can produce a diphthong. If they occur in any other 

syllable they produce a long “ 4 ”’ sound, even though that 

syllable may get a tonic accent. ie tes 

oulLLedabari maiteamnap _ breiteamnar 

biteamnac CeAT[AMA CAOALL 

cosubar cAnamsin PlLaiteamail | 

Laeteam ail bopama cALabar 

Sraineamtlsact maipeamta cAiLLeam aint 
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(a) In compound words a diphthong may occur in the 

second syllable—e.g., uptabpa (pr. oor-loura). 

(b) In Munster the 6 in the termination of the 2nd 

pers. pl. of the past tense—viz., abayi is usually pro- 

nounced like a “w,’ hence the long sound is not 

developed. The final ; of this termination, as likewise 

of that of the Ist pers. pl—viz., amap is pronounced 

slender. | 

(c) In Connaught the adjectival termination, -1ait is 

frequently pronounced in two syllables (like, u-wil), 

but the pronunciation given above is also used. 

63. When 0 or 1m is preceded by a liquid, and followed 

by a broad vowel, the -0, or -11 and the following vowel 

is pronounced Gi. 

This really arises from the development of a “helping vowel” 

between the liquid and the 6 or m, so that the aspirated letter comes 

between two vowels, and the resulting sound is 4 as in the previous 

rule. For example—respb is pronounced feapab; so that 

reapdbap is practically reapabay, 7.¢., peaptr. 

APs colby oealbar canpbar 

cesapbsac Oedpinao oiOLMANAE = MANHAD 

miopbuil 1onmar cAlhan ullmus(ad) 
beipbead = bert. 

mesapoall = meapatall; banba = baAnAdA. 

(a) speannmap=speanntn, but this isirregular because 
-mafias a termination of an adjective is pronounced like 

‘“waR’” or “ U-WAR ”’—e.g., ceolmar, ponnmap, &e. 

64. A short “o’’ (accented) when followed by a 

protected t or m, or by b, 0, §, or m+a vowel or liquid, 

gets the sound of the diphthong “ ou,” 
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pot COLL Oplom 

fogs TOS fobs 

bovap cjiom Thom 

fostuim fOSlac ooman 

ofl Logs 

also: bponn, bponntanap. 

65, The “o” in the following words = 6:— 

fosnam fOSAnese pompa plomam 

plormat pomainn rosman = tomar 

and the prefix com-: ¢g., comuppa, cormarte, 

compac, cormpad, comaipearh, corinurde, &e. 

compap=(cons-sap.) 

‘o’ In comacc and comactac=6 or 6. 

66. Whenever “o” or ‘‘10” (both short), accented, 

is followed by a protected n or ng, the ‘‘o” or “10” is 

pronounced 4 or 14 in Desmond, and “ow” in Desi. 

In Connaught the ordinary short sound of “o” or 

“40” is heard in these words :— 

anonn bonn cionn 

CIONNTAC cionntuis connoae 

conrTcabdla CONNTADAIFIT CONNTADA[ITAC 

‘opionn rionn POnn: 

ronnpa 1onsna (=tna) — 10nnfFaipc* 
1oOnnlLaosar 1onnplaic ionnpuis 

1onnparote IONNTABATITA 1onnTAao1b 

tons Lonnpac Lonnpiao 

pionnt pfionnpa O Ssonntain 
rpyonntlos rpponntaite ponnpavac 

conn TONnNNTA 

* Sometimes spelled UNPAI pe, 
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(a) bonn, fonn, fionn are also pronounced like boun, foun, fyoun. 

fonn, a desire, inclination=funn; fonn, a tune=foun. Cionntac 

is sometimes pronounced ciontaé (=kytinthuk) in Desmond. 

67. When «ao or ag (accented) is followed by a vowel 

or consonant the diphthong 7 is produced, likewise when- 

ever a1 accented is followed by a protected liquid, or by 

6, 0, 5, th, + a vowel or liquid the same diphthong is 
produced. 

i=the “i” in “ high,” “ mine,” &c., as pronounced in 

Treland, except in the north. 
? . eames 

ph yjvb YG 
soaint AOaricin SVAIC 

NOAPCOS AVANT NOATTAF 

aonaim somao (C. soma) adLacatm 

AOPAIM ADNACAIM  » AOD 

aibneaca agatv “ face’ aidne 

MMPIS aignear Aigcte 

AimLeipceamail = AIMypift aimlear 

badd — baAINTPEAdc bLaom 

bLAOMANNAC CaiLl, CAVAN, CAILLGedad 

cavain caval Cainnt 

caillte CAILLTe AC rasaim (C. 
cLadaipie FADD FAgsiie ragaim) 

paitt (C. att) Erainne Lpainncir 

SAOAt | Saopiaib sstbne 

marom sparon Laigin 

pagao (C. pacao) mainnpéeap fadaric 

| O Ragallais pagainn 
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rainne parobip raigortiy CA0s 

Caroy parobpeap Tambre carobpesc | 

rarobip\=sev-ir in Desmond and sir in Dési: maigipcip 

(=méip-cip), adbap (=aw-war or our). | 

(a) In Ulster, sda and aga are pronounced like é 

(sometimes like the German 6)—eg., agard = 6-1; 

AVANC=E-UfIC; SAvapf, clavdsipie, PLasodn, paodsyic, 

aoarcap, &e. 3 

(6b) In Connaught aibne=av-ne, saitne=gav-ne, &e. 

Amypipi=am-shir, cainnt=kanf, 

~  (c) N.B.—When “ a1 Z occurring in the genitive sing. 

or nom. pl. is followed by a protected liquid the 

diphthong j is not developed. The sound is i, except 

in Dési and Clare—e.g., caim (cam): cpainn (epann) ; 

SAILL (Satl); Baill (batt); Oailt (oatt), &e.; pantt= 

pail. : 

(d) In SuRNAMES—ad4=u: O'VDonnésd4, Ofogtada, 

OMupésd4: also in the words, bu nad voap aed bunadapac 
(=buntip, buntpac); buada=bG-a; ealada=ALal. 

-s04 the old termination of the plural of nouns of the, fourth 

declension—j, The termination i or i is now almost universally 

adopted—e.g., mALai instead of mAtada. 

(¢) There is no diphthong in such words as: Lagac, 

fagail, Seagan, &c., in which one of the a's is long. 

68. When e1 (SHORT), in a stressed syllable, is followed 

by 0, §, b +a vowel or liquid; or by a protected liquid, 

the di diphthong Ei is produced. i differs from i in having 

a little more of an é colour in the beginning of it. 
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‘CiblLin e1deann peroit 

reitt seibeann Seibeann 

seibim Seibigt seibleac 

‘seibluisim Sreim Leisear 

Leiseapac. - me1vin me10s 

meronesé teinn (=cinn) 

(a) The same diphthong occurs in :—éiug, é1gim, 

éinge, &c.; oeirhin, veimnead, veimnigte, &c.; and 

sometimes In éirt, G1pte sce. 

(6) Except when final, ei is usually pronounced i 

in Desmond, but Ei in Dési. 

oeimear seimeat seimbeac 

pleimpe  peimipi seimpeaod 

rceimte TeimeadL 

(ce) In Connaught the t and rm in the above words are 

pronounced like “v”—e.g., E1btin (ev-e-leen), Se1tim 
(like yevim), oeimin (devin), ceimesp (devass), seirh- 

ead (gev-roo), &e. 

69. When “u” accented is followed by 6, 0, §, ™, 

C; or by a protected liquid, it is lengthened in sound to a. 

drous (a0) ciumair cugam (C. cugam) 

cugac (C. éusat) cuma — etirhans 

curse cumouig cutae 
ouba Oubaipie oubpar 

OUTACAP OUTAIS OUTACT 

OLUT luga Mac Cumaitt 

minug(ao) rmuda = pitBait 

TUBA Tuga ubBALlL 

ubla : uO AacT ugoayi 
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usoapctdapr : usmusim uma 

umat umALo1o0 umLAacT 

upiLan | uptlaip upinaigte 

The “u” is short in sut, pput, ciug, (M.=ciud). 

70. 111 and ¢ sometimes cause lengthening of o. A 

rinead ought not to be written because the “o” is not 

long naturally, and is not pronounced as 6 in some 
places—e.g., Domnall, comnurde, fosnarh, comaipite. 

See list given in § 65. In Dési the “o” in these 

words=a; and the “o” in pomam, pomac, &c., =diph- 

- thong “ a—ou.” 

71. When §, or slender © or nh, + a vowel comes 

immediately after t, n, or ;\, the aspirated consonant is 

silent, but produces the sound of i. 

Aonsup CASoe coinseattl 

O Conaitge ooilseap é1p'Se 

FEADSAIL Feangur O Feansupa 

541 nme Saittumhe SlLamsait 

inbeay mngean muingin 

muipigin raypse 

— beinhe sd = Ddeiput 

72. When 1, m or o1 (all short), under tonic accent, is 

followed by a protected liquid, or by 0, 6, 5 + a vowel 

or liquid, the 1 is lengthened to i; the “o” and “u” 
are merely broad glides in Desmond. In Dési the 

pronunciation is usually i (§ 67). 

binn burde ovuveAN 

Cita cinn clo1iv0ean 

COILL cnove cuibe 
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Cuinn cubeapac cubpesé 

cpuinn oluse Opuim 

‘ouinn ‘ouibe e O Oubip 

ruimnn  furglesc — purdeac 

puiseatt 7 fuinnreos FILL 

spinn sur0e 1m 

mpis inncinn linn (a pool) 

Luim Luise Luigeao 

Muimneac miuNnnTifi | nime 

nimnesc pump pinnce 
ruse puroe Mac Suibne 

foisedao ciméeatt cinn 

fuompe puim Mv 

(a) In the following words “oi” is pronounced i :— 

jloinn, poinnt, ooimnin (dhing), pordinne (fing-e). 

(b) The following pronouns are not lengthened except in 

poetry :—yinn, tinn, asain (accent on second syllable). 

73. Protected , never produces a diphthong, but 

lengthens the preceding vowel. 

The following table shows the vowels which are 

lengthened :— 
4 is lengthened to 4 

O O 99 93 

u bP) 39 u 

pA 4) » (first caot vowel) 

€1 ? ” él 

heer oe: 
ui? =>; aes 

Al 2”? 29 Al 

* Note that the other liquids when ; protected lengthen the 
“1” in “or” and “ur” toi. (§ 72). 
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beans | bear DEANTA 

ban — bO;WO buiyvo 

CANA CAO caAlpvoe 

ceiioe . COS capinaim 

VEATINA a pode bi cam Feinvoe 

Fone FOINNE ANT Spee bs 

Seampao ss meiptleac merileacar 

ovo oyvours paroun — | 
Capila - 7 u1fv0 upila 

uptlaip upiningte Lupa 

ooitpe = odippe In Munster, but not in Connaught. 

74. The 4 and o in téppa and tonya (from tap) are 
long ; we have written a pinead over the vowels because 

they are long in Munster and Connaught, and y does 

not usually protect —eg., peappa, cuipre, upp, 

roipre, &c. 

A rinead ought not to be written over a vowel that is 

long by position (especially when long in only one 

dialect)—e.g., boo, ceajvo, bay, ovo, ought not to 

be written boy0, cedyvo, bap, Ovo, because the genitives 

of boyvo and ojo are buiyvo and wiyvo (cf. cnoc, enuic; 

posit, puipic; Sopc, Supt, &c.), whilst the genitives of - 

bO6yv0, dqv0 Should be v61yv0, dipvo (cf. ppopc, ppoipc; bon, 

bOIN ; KPAGD, bGIO; Ppt, prot, &c.). Similarly the 

genitive of ceayo is ceijvoe, not cedyvoe. Again, the 
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€¢ 4” in vay is short when a termination beginning 
with a vowel is added—e.g., vayyiaid, bapa, showing 

that the “«”’ is not naturally long in bagi. 

A still stronger reason for not writing apinesd on a 

vowel that is long by position is that this vowel may 

not be pronounced long in other parts of the country. 

For example: uptap is pronounced apts in Munster, 

but the “ u” is not long in Connaught or Ulster ; hence 

Munster writers ought not to mark the “wu” long. 

It may be well to remark here that the spelling of some 

of the words given in the preceding lists is slightly 

different from the way in which the words are usually 

spelled at present. For example: it is now a common 

practice to omit one of the n’s in painnct, cainnt, muinn- 

Tift, MuUINNTedPOAdA, CIONNTAC, CionnTuUig, 10NNTAOI1b, 

conntabaipic, 1onncs, &c. This practice ought not 

to be followed, because “c” does not protect single 

“n”—e.g. cluinteap, Cantain, Seinte, speanca, &e. 

The first syllable in cionnta, cionntaé, muinncifiy, 

1onntd, conntabaric, &e., is pronounced short in 

some places, but this should not furnish writers with 

an excuse for omitting one of the n’s, since the nn is 

the correct spelling, and moreover the words are pro- 

nounced long in other places. 

If every writer is to spell his words in accordance 

with the pronunciation of his own little district, the 

inevitable result will be that in a few years instead of 

having a modern literature we shall have a few hundred 

parochial scrips and scraps that will be read by no one 

outside the writer’s own parish. 
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15. The addition of any ‘inflection beginning with a 

vowel will hinder the formation of a diphthong, or the 

lengthening of a vowel. 

DIPHTHONG. 

meatt 

sleann 

SALL 

CAILL 

cylom 

pour 

Am 

cam 

Seat 

Lona. 

Seay 

bespi 

Feapy 

Luins 

coil 

alae 

oinn 

tonn 

No DIPHTHONG. 

meatllaim 

sleanna 

SAtvaib 

caillim . 

cfromann 

polar 

AMANTA 

cAamaim 

sSeatlaim 

SHORT. 

seapnparm 

bedpipso 

FE AYIA 

Luinsesr 

coille 

fillim 

binne 

cuinne 

DIPHTHONG. 

MEeALLTA 

sleannta 

SALLOA 

Cal Lite 

cpomcts 

poOuULta 

CAMPA’'O 

Seallpao 

Lona. 

Seapets 

bearpippa 

reipyvoe 

Luinspeoip 

coitlte 

FILLPaD 

TONNTA 

76. The development of a helping vowel (§ 124) will 

prevent a diphthong, or a long vowel, being produced, 

Donnésad (=Oonnaca); OOpea (=DOP4EA); BOLE | 

(=botss) ; suipm = (= Sunyum) ; Luimnig 

(=Luiminig); capn (=capan), &e. 
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77. A diphthong cannot be developed immediately 

beside a long vowel. | 

Diabal, DLIAOAIN, FIAbplap, FIAGAIN, O1athaip. 

N.B.—The 1 of 14 is always long,=i. 

78. A long vowel sound at the end of a word is usually 

shortened by the addition of a grammatical inflection 

beginning with a consonant. 

mé, mire olise, OListe 
cu, Tura peéalurve, reéalurote 

ré, peirean cyiorturde, cylorturoTte 

ri, rire ruse, ruigte 

ni, neite cylorve, cporote 

Likewise with the verbal adjectives of verbs ending in 

iS: balligte, malluigte, Ke. | 

CHAPTER X. 

Digraphs. 

79. We have already shown in Chapter VIII. how 

glides are formed, and we have also explained why it is 

not necessary to write the glides in English, whilst it is 

necessary to do so in Irish ; consequently there are a 

large number of digraphs in Irish, for it is frequently 

necessary to join a slender consonant to a broad vowel, 

and vice versa. The digraphs used in Modern Irish are 

ed, €0, 10, Al, tit, ae, Ai, 14, 10, 61, 1, Ed, Al, 10, and e1. 

If one of the vowels of the digraph carries a rineao— 

e.g., 41,10, 61, &c., there is no difficulty in recognising 

which is the vowel and which the glide ; but when there 

is not a rinead the matter is not quite so easy—e.g., in 
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liom, “o” is the vowel and “1” the glide, whilst in 

rior, “1” is the vowel and “o” the glide. 

80. Before dealing with the sounds of the digraphs 
and trigraphs in detail it is well to give some drill 

exercises In joining a slender consonant to a broad 

vowel, and vice versa. 

Examples similar to the following should be frequently 

written on the blackboard by the teacher. 

The glides are printed in small type, and the student 

is not to pronounce them. As previously explained 

their sole function is to indicate the broadness or slender- 

ness of the consonants. 

81. (1) 0 (2) Oo (3) 26 

CO bo 00 

05 OR 0e0 
CeO bed On 

Ois OiR OiR 

COS bOR OR 
CeO5 DeOR DeOR 

COIS bOiR 00IR 

CediS bedOiR Oe OiR 

(4) 1% (5) O (6) O 

su OL fo 

us ro feo 

sus Oil fol 

tS SeO fed 

sis SeOl © foil 

suis SeOil fedil 



Pee oe Fan (9) at 
no ann ATs . 

Oe: eae gain thE Cats 
VOW 2697-8 Oihiexna! Ye catjvoe 

neOn = © cpeann | calroesp 

noin repeann - Calvoeam ait 

neOm rcpeanne CAIPVOEAMLACT 

nomin  —s_ ¢epieannedn edpearoesp 

repeanncdn ceoit eapcalproeamail 

ed. 

82. It has been already pointed out in § 12 that 

there is no single character to represent the first or low 

caot vowel. The long sound of this vowel is heard in 

the words “ father,” “ rather” “ farther,” as pronounced 

by country people. The position and shape of the 

tongue necessary for the production of this vowel have 

been already described. The digraphs es and a1 

denote the short sound of this vowel when there are 

no disturbing influences due to the consonants. €a is 
preceded by a slender consonant and followed by a 
broad one, whilst «1 is preceded by a broad consonant 

and followed by a slender one. 7 

bean . Cesod Feat pesca 

Ceaic meaj neat sreama 

Se4ta52 5 2 cmeata Sear PCfedao 

Seapyao Lest Pesapipia PpeaL 

Leaf festa =. -pesr cpeapa 

leapa © 2 Sean - =. peara sedate 
Lean 
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83. In the following cases disturbing influences 

exist :— 

(a) Ga, accented, and in first syllable, followed by a 

protected liquid, or by 6, m, and a vowel or liquid is 

pronounced like ov in “house.” 1 produces a nasal 

diphthong (§ 14). 

peabac Leabari medabar 

Leamnact cleamnarp seam 

ceann peann steann 

Seal meat ceanntag 

For a long list of words refer to § 60 also to § 75, 

(b) When not in first syllable, e« followed by 6, m, &c., 

= ti. 

ouilleabar Laeteamait flaiteamail > 

biceamnac cpoimeamail bpeiteamnar 

For longer list refer to § 62. 

(c) When ea accented is followed by the broad gut- 

turals ¢, 5, ns (the ng not being final—Munster), the e 

is a mere glide and the a, 7 the ea be initial, gets the 

sound of the first 4 in “capatt,” otherwise it gets a 
slightly flatter sound (Ulster, Munster, and Connaught). 

e€Asla eds al easlaty 

easaitre Cds aig TE ACTAISIE 

Leas | CeacT Cfpleac 

beac TEACT imteacc 

peacain TEANSA PeEALT 

rceac ceansail Fpeaspa 

(d) Deas=beos, peacar (4.¢., Seac)—=peocar (eo in veod § 100 (a)), 

In bean (C. béwo), “e ” is the yowel, and “4” the glide ; eala = 

ALA, CALAD4A = ALA, 
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(e) Ca = i + broad glide in: ingean,* ooilgear, 

paitcear, inbeas, coitceann(ca). Refer to § 71. 

84. @4 (unaccented). The e is a glide, and the 4= 
the second « in “capatt” (Ulster, Munster and 

Connaught). 

APTe Ady reirean reipesanna 

cre1oeann AINSeAL — caiproear 

pdéipiceanna MITEACA millear 

A. 

85. Except in the cases mentioned below, «1, accented, 

has the short sound of the first caot vowel, preceded by 

a broad consonant and, followed by a slender one 

(Ulster, Munster, and Connaught). 

MSNeAo At MT 

AITEAL ainm AITTEAfI 

Paic TAIL | MDI§ 

fac AInnif\ oOAINsesn 

AINSeAL airce TAIpce 

(a) In Ulster, Munster, and Connaught si=e in sip, 

aise, aici; (and in pat In Munster and Connaught). 

(6) In Ulster «1 in the following words :—“ e ”’ in “ error,” “‘ enter :”’ 

Ape, PAizie, Aipi5ed’0, baile, ainm, aitne, aimypipt, Tainic (Craig). 

* In these words it is not really the ea which =i, but the “ helping 
vowel”’ (§ 124) which develops between the two consonants; 
thus—oorligeap, inigean, faiticeap, &e. The helping vowel is 
lengthened by the absorbed silent consonant, and the ed is really 

the broad glide. 
F 
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(c) In the following words “4” is a mere glide, and “1” is the 

vowel in Munster :— 

bain, Laise, Faroe, Slaipe, SLaine, caime 45416. 2 

41=iin cptainn, sailt, ball, vailt, Refer to § 67 (c). 

86. <i following a labial (bv, p, m, ¢), or a guttural 

gets the sound of the first « in capatt, and the “1 ” is 
a mere glide. ; 

bail blair bainne 

baile CA1b1°01L caAropeam 

caire CAIPe dL CAIPMIPIT 

CAITpSeac raipe -papypse 

rapping plait* plaitear* 

paiccear SAtipwo 3 sairce 

Satttim MAtqI MAIPS 

mAroin maroe maipb 

maipeamail mait* — maitear* 

paroipi paipte cait* 

87. d1 followed by a protected liquid or by 0, $, b-+a 
vowel or liquid is pronounced i= “i” in “ high.” 

MSnesr Laisin Mibne 

maisoean rarobin CAiOS 

AIMPifr CAILL CAINNT 

bainTpedac fainnet saibne 

For longer list of words refer to § 67. 

(a) In Ulster a: followed by ¢ or ¢ =i. 

(6) In Desmond, a1 =i in pnarom, pargean, clardeam. 
rarod rand pardobpesap=sever and seviruss. 

In Dési pardbin =sir. 

~*In Desmond these are pronounced plat, rlatap, mat, cat. 
See'§138. - | 
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88. 1, UNACCENTED: 4 is a glide, and 1 the vowel 

(in Ulster, Munster and Connaught). 

oOvAiTI connaic FEADAIL 

CApPAILL LAdbAIfI Leabsipt 

POCaifi Sobnaic reapaim 

U1. 

89. In this digraph the “u” is always the glide 
and the “1” the vowel (in Connaught and Munster). 

buile buille cluis 

cuiple ~ entuc ~ a 2 ewtm 

culo cluitce Ccuifi 

ruil fuinneos suro 

Suri sum Muipe 

muin : muifi muipigin 

mtiteann | Muiyup Luipne 

suid ouine puipic 

pur TUIT uipce 

(a) In Ulster “u” of the digraph “i” is often the 
vowel, and “1” the glide: muinncip, fuinneos, fuinn- 

reos, fulreos, cui’, cuirle, buroeal, buinim, &e. In 

the following words “1’‘ is the vowel: wipce. wilis, 

cuile, Ofluim, plulbe, OuUuIne, CuImne, CpuInn, TUIS, 

ouitleos, &e. (Craig). 

90. When 11 is followed by a protected liquid, or by 

6, m, 5, 0,71 & vowel or liquid, the “‘ u ”’ remains a mere: 

glide, but the “1 ” is lengthened to i. 

Muimneac bude olise 

Opluim ruse ruim 

Luibeanna purse | Luise 
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buidesti byiu1sean fuisledac 

surdve muinnTeifi fuinnreos 

cuimne cpiortuide rceéaluroe 

For longer list refer to § 72. 

The “1” of “u1” isshortin pcéaturdte, cpiopturdte, &., the t 

not being a vowel or liquid. 

a burdveac =bAOC 
(a) Munster 

burdvedacdp=dA0CKP 

Amug=Amui in Connaught, but amu in Munster. 
(Second syllable stressed in both cases). 

10. 

91. In the digraph 10, when under tonic accent, “1 
is the vowel, o the glide, except in the cases mentioned 

below (Ulster, Munster, Connaught) :— 

29 

Si0tta fionna Sionainn 

cor uuor pior 

pluor biopt mion 

S10TA miorcsir pionna 

pr1orpeaL 

fiotla=pri1 O tla. 

92. When io, under tonic accent, is followed by a 

labial or a guttural, the “1” becomes a glide, and “o”’ 
the vowel (Ulster, Munster, Connaught). 

liobar liobsapnac ioc 

Piopa p10c 10M 4s1f\e 

luom pluoct {uocT 

TIOCLAD TIODPiAID m10CAin 

rc1ob suuosap 

Also biota and (p)iotap. 

Sliocap=sliocar. 
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98. 10, under tonic accent, followed by a protected 

liquid = 14 in Desmond, and ow in Dési. 

1OMptuis — fionn 1oOmcaf 

10nNnTso1b cionntings 1onsn4 (= tina) 

10ONNfldaic (6r)cionn prionnra 

Refer to § 66, 

94. 100 and io =i + “o” glide (Connaught and 

3 Munster). 

100Nns TIODLAIC 100 DAIP'T 

10OAL —  OVOSALTAL DIOSMir 

O1OSLA fiosapfi bIODS 

bDi00b4 £100 DIODSAC 

The “1” is naturally long in piogain and viosbAil. 

6 39 b 
95. In 10 UNSTRESSED, “i” is the vowel and “o’ 

the glide—eg., ciocto6s, miotd6s, feiobol, Tiondt, 

1omdnuidve, siobdsac, &e. Tioméin=comain (4.e., 

broad c). 

lonao = ineso (old Ir. inav); cionnup = conur 

(cAt+ionnup). 
O1. 

96. The digraph o1 has three distinct sounds, viz. :— 
(1) o followed by a slender consonant. 

(2) 1 preceded by a broad consonant. 

(3) e preceded by a broad consonant. 

It is very difficult to formulate definite rules to direct 
the student which pronunciation is to be given in a 
particular case. The following, however, may be of 

some assistance :— 

(a) After gutturals (including t), or when followed by 
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two different consonants (one may be silent owing to 

aspiration) the pronunciation is generally o. 

recoil coipoe coir OOITIT 

Loic foipbte coitcedann ‘ooilsear 

Loire poibip OOILbipt bo1cT 

(6) When followed by p or another consonant and 

slender vowel the sound is usually 1 in Munster, but in 

Connaught the pronunciation is e in almost all cases, 

excepting rule (a). 

roineann coiy O1fi foipedann 

coinne polis ‘ooineann o10e 

TOIf oileAmMAINT foOifi foimir 

(c) In many words rules (a) and (b) will conflict, the 

pronunciation is then variable. In the following list 

the letters in brackets give the sound of the o1 :— 

soilte (oor1) -— cpoire (1, e) cporote (1) 

oifis (0, e) 5010 (1, e) coice (0, e) 

tro10 (0, e) THplo1g (1) stoine (1) 

cpoiceann (e) coin (1) poiteac (o) 

coil (0, e) coitte (1) voicte (0) 

voir (0) ooipie (e) coipeéim (1) 

oifieao (1, e) o1byie (e) poim (e); C 

roitin (o) coipice (0) yom (1); M 

97. o1 followed by a protected liquid=i in Desmond, 

but t in Dési. 3 

coilL compis poimpe. cloinn moitt 

Refer to § 72. 
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(a) o1 = 7, In poinnt, DoImIn,* forgsne, foisio, 

Leac-oidpe, coictivesr. 

98. o10 and oig (not final) =i (usually). 

cyio10e o10ce o10ean 

coroce ipTo1oce spore 

99. 01 UNSTRESSED = unstressed e, or 1. 

oiledan oiLeam aint oipeamnac 

oroeacar (§ 52 (4)) oipeaccar 

eo 

100. In this digraph the “o” is always the vowel, 
and, except in a very small number of words, gets its 

long sound—+.e., 6 (except in Ulster). The eis a very 

audible glide (resembling the English sound of “y’’). 
The “e” is not heard when initial, or when it follows r. 

In Ulster “‘e” is likewise the glide, but the “o”= 

o” in “lord,” “adorn,” &c. (§ 12 (c)). 
e 

ceo beo ceo 

oeo TeOTA Cogan 

eolsar reoo ceotu 

reot Oe Of peompa 

feola Leon frulreos 

OPIfeos eot seobsa0 

(a) The “o” is short in veo0¢, eocaip, peo, and in 

Connaught, reomya. As there are very few words in 

which the digraph eo is pronounced short, it is not 

necessary to mark the “o” long. 

* In Desmond bn and thn often produce the sound of n5—e.g:, 
Suibne=Suingse; ‘voimin, quasi vooirhn=—dhing; aibni=ingi; 
s5a1bni = sinsi. 
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-8 1. 

| 101. In this digraph the “1” is always a glide, and 
ee if the vowel ; so that its sound is simply u (short) 

preceded by a slender consonant (Ulster, Munster and 

Connaught). 

piuc fIUCAD piucaim 

puuc Tue ciug (§=bin M.) 

eid pr.inniub,M.? Siuvdén 1UCAIfI 
pr.inniti, C. 

AO, 

102. This digraph has simply the sound of é preceded 
and followed by a broad consonant. After labials the 

sound resembles “ wé.” 

Aor baor AON 

SAO CAOL pAaor 

DAO 540 CA0c 

“mao bAaogal (=bA0L) maop 

paobsp (=fadoyi) od por 

5lL400 TAO Psaotaspf 

Aon AONACE MOTTA 

AOL OAOL LAOS 

bsaot CAO CAOPAC 

but caopa=cuipe. 

In Ulster so is pronounced like 6 in German, but ti 

is also frequently heard. 

ed. 

103. This digraph has not quite so open a sound as 

the “4” in “tdn,” “bvdn,” &c., nor so flat a sound as 
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the “a” in M aggie (z.e., the long sound of the first caot 
vowel, § 12 (a)). The “e” shows that the preceding 

consonant must be slender. 

pledn | oileén mitledsn 
ciredn cairledn cine dL 

mitredn ($144) Sedn 

coimeédo=cimaro (§ 12). 

104. When e4 is followed by » or § it is pronounced 

& (§ 12) or 4. 

breads bpeasgctact med oon 

medsgocaine ppledévcasr cnesd 

Ed or Cu. 

105. Both these digraphs represent the same sound, 
and the first one (i.e, 6a) has been adopted by the 

Gaelic League as it represents the sound of the digraph 

in Connaught and in Ulster—viz., é followed by a broad 

glide; and as eu does not denote the Munster sound 

better than éa, 6a should be accepted as the standard 
spelling. 

(a) In Munster the sound is generally 1-ea—+.e., the 

long sound of i followed by the sound of e« in reap, 
Lean, bean, &. There is practically equal stress on the 

two vowels i-e4. 

méar fea Léar 

EADAC O04AN- Ed0AN 

 FEAD bésr bpéan 

(b) Before gutturals, labials, and t, the sound varies 

between j-ea and i-a (second « in capatt), while there 
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is a tendency to put the tonic accent on the second 
vowel. 

PCEAL féac bEAL 

bpéas Séamar 

Eadmonn (Eamon) ; often pronounced yamon. 

In véa5 and céao the stress on the second vowel is 

very marked. 

(c) When grammatical inflections are added the 

sound usually = é—eg., méapn (= mi-eap), but 

méapanna (= mé-panna), also spelled méipeanna 

réaopad (= ré-cac), Ke. 

ME, 

106. <e=6é preceded by a broad consonant ; as the e 

in this digraph is always long it is unnecessary to write 

@ pinead on it. 

Lae cTpaen Sseveal 

Laete Saevditis(e) (C.) Ssetuinn (M.) 

Saeveatlaé (Saovastac) sep (broad 4) 

C1. 

107. In Modern Irish the vowel e occurs only at the 

end of words—e.g., baile, mé, tile, peampoise, &e. : 

all other positions the digraph é1 is used instead of é, 

and e1 instead of e. The normal sounds of é: and e1 

are exactly those of é and e respectively (§ 12, ¢, d, e). 

WHEN e1 (STRESSED) IS FOLLOWED BY ¥, $, 6, + a 

vowel or liquid ; or by a protected liquid THE DIPHTHONG 
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Ki Is PRODUCED (§ 68). In Dési m, in addition to the 

above, produces this diphthong. 

e10ean peroil Leisear 

Leiseapac me10ifi mel0s 

me1opeac €1b6Lin sreim 

oeimedar seimypead 

For longer list refer to § 68. 

108. In the following words ei is pronounced “1” in 

Munster. : | 

DEILIf oeinesr ~ teine 

ne1o0 rmeis rmeisin 

feicrine sein meitil 

oeitnesp —_§s MeIpnedc, reiteam 

Leint =tinbd or tend. 

Leipint=Usint or Lteosainc (eo short, § 100 (a)). 

(a) In Ulster e1=: in the following words: meirce, 

sSyleim, eite beisic, ceitpe, Leisim, OCeimear, Seimpedao 

(Craig). 

109. In the following words a ae pronounced like 
a4 e,” in Munster :— 

Litipt (=Leitin), UTipedc, LTeards, cinnear, file. 

VAM. 

110. In the digraph 14, 1 is always the stressed vowel, 

and. gets the full sound of i (§ 12), whilst the 4 is always 
unstressed, and consequently equals the second 4 in 

“capatt.” (M. U. & C.). 
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PIAL . Cid TMALL 

San Dan qian 

pian ps0 14°0 

Part - iam liam 

Did 0140 mian 

(a) O14 (used with Luain, Méipc, &e.) =e. 

(b) In the phrase ‘014 besta-pd,” 014 = 06. 

(c) Cia is pronounced (and now usually written) cé. 

Ud. 

111. In this digraph, as in the last, both vowels are 
distinctly heard, but “u’” gets the stress of the voice, 

and has its long sound—viz., 4; « has its unstressed 

value (M. U. and C.). 

cuan sua pusp 

yusr Anuay Lust 

Luac PuUsacc udspal 

cluar UACTHfI budacaill 

cuac pcoudad cuslar 

bpudac Binet 

(a) Us in surnames = O (4 in Kerry, sometimes) : 

Us DALAIS. 

| (6) In Munster usin the words nusd and nusdacct Is 

pronounced 6: bruit son pceéal nuad (=nb) a5at? 

112, The digraphs 41, ai, 61, io, t1, and iu present no 

difficulty as the vowel carrying the rineaod always 

gets its full long value, and the other vowel is a mere 
glide, 

a, 
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CHAPTER XI. 

Trigraphs. 

113. The following trigraphs are employed in Modern 

Irish—viz., e41, e41, 141, Udi, et, it, set, and io. 

eA. 

114. This trigraph is employed to denote the long 

sound of the first caot vowel—+.e., the “a” in 

“Maggie” (§ 12). As the “e” and “1” shew, it is 

both preceded and followed ‘ a sanded consonant. 

pledin (pleagain) — caipledin oile din 

tintedin : cipedin mille din 

mitpedin (§ 144) Sedin (Seagain) 

C1. 

115. This trigraph represents the short sound of the 

previous one. It differs from ea and «1 (both of which 

also represent this sound) in the fact that it is both 

preceded and followed by a slender consonant. It 

occurs in very few words. 

seaitifie, meais, tear (gen. of cear, lit. form= 

tedpa); eaiic (gen. of earc), peaic (gen. of 

reac). 

1&1. 

116. In this combination the first ‘;” has its full 

value of i, whilst the second “1” has its unstressed 
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value. The only function of the « seems to be to 

denote in writing the separation of the two distinct 

sounds of “1.” 

rain pain pe1din 

Busan "Uusaimin 

(a) In Munster, 0141, and all the phrases got from 

this word, are usually pronounced vi-es5—e.g.,1 n 01410 = 

1 ni-es. 

Ud. 

117. The sound of this trigraph is usually “ a-1,” the 
1 getting its unstressed value; but the sound “ 4-e” 

's also heard. 

cuain puaiy puaim 

udifi nuaif puain 

(a) In Ulster and Connaught ua: followed by © or 

~ is pronounced 1-i (like “ewy” in “dewy”). In 

Munster the 1 would not be usually lengthened in such 

a case, but the © or § would be sounded as s. 

cpuard, uaig, nudrd, DUAID, CudAID. 

(6) In the words pmuain, pmuaince, pmuainim, &e., 

the uai=ui (u being a mere glide). They are now usually 

written pmaoin, pmaoince, &e. 

€01. 

118. This trigraph in Connaught and Munster has 

always the sound of 6 preceded and followed by a 
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slender consonant. The “e” glide is very marked, 
except when it is initial or follows r. 

In Ulster eo: is pronounced like the “o” in “Jord,” 

“adorn,” &c., preceded and followed by a slender 

consonant. 

beoif feoil ceoil 

feoir neoin inneoin 

Oe OIf\ sleoite fuinneois 

OPpipedis feoit bpleoite 

AO}. 

119. This trigraph gets the sound of i, preceded by 

a broad consonant, in Connaught and Munster. After 

a labial the sound is like “ wee.” 

In Ulster, the sound is that of so in that province 
(viz., German 6) followed by a slender consonant. 

PCsoil CAOIL fAoip10IN 

AOIL Aoine Aoipe 

TA010E oOAoine CAOINn 

CATAOIL MAOIfI saoite 

paoipipe oAOoITIPE Aoivoe 

120. In Munster, 401 in the following words = é, 

preceded by a broad consonant. 

nAoi cA0t paoiream 
naoim ¢4o1 (slender ¢) psot 

70401 
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1011, 

121. This trigraph = 4 preceded and followed by a 
slender consonant (Connaught, Ulster and Munster). 

pup Siig siuipe 

Siupcir ciuin piuimeip - 

AEC1. 

122. This trigraph occurs in only one or two words— 

e.g. sei. (= é + slender 1), the gen. of sey (broad fp). 

ui0. 

123. This trigraph has been introduced into Irish 

writing only very recently. The Literary spelling of 

this trigraph is gait (ao1 being employed later). The 

sound is i preceded by a broad consonant (§ 71). The 

final t is broad in Desmond (hence the spelling uio), 

but slender everywhere else, consequently the literary 

spelling gait had better be retained. 

It may not be out of place to mention here that the 

termination -gait is employed to form verbal nouns 

from many verbs expressing sounds made by the 

mouth and speech organs; also from verbs expressing 

sudden actions. 

slams ail TNASSAIL 

FEADSAIL rmussail 

PCfesosgait CADSAIL 

pursail bpacs ail 

Spassaitl OPAnnTSail 

SOSSail Flap psail 
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CHAPTER XII. 

Combination of the Consonants. 

THe Hevtprinc VOWEL. 

124. There are certain combinations of consonants 

which do not coalesce, so that a short vowel (broad or 

slender, according as the consonants are broad or 

slender) must be pronounced between them. 

The following are the combinations which do not 

coalesce :— 

cn | nc nbd LO 

us tm um jib 

pb 1 | in ym 

ym fic nm tn 

cf gn 

sopm (= sorpom) colm (=colom) veatis (oeapog) 

Suipim (= suum) cuilLm(=cuilim) vers (= verpus) 

om apm Coymac 

ainm cain cojin 

oon ALDA boy\b 

reaps repo fFeapns 

reise cnoc cnear 

5nd DALB Donnéesad 

DOTICA maid Aitne 

ATPUSAO™® (=atapia) aipseao Mais ao 

*Atpusad before the words invé, and amdyisé is always pro- 
nounced ay, this spelling might be adopted with advantage. 

G 
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125. There is always a helping vowel between p and n 

when the n is final—e.g., conn, capn, vopn, &c.; but 

when the n is not final the helping vowel does not 

usually occur. In this case the j is protected, and the 

preceding vowel is lengthened—e.g., veasna, beapina, 

capinad, &e. See § 78. 

126. A very short helping vowel is heard between 

all the consonants and slender 1: cyé, vbpeds, vyup, 

cflor, Titi, prleab, Span, Spear, ofpeos. 

127. In Munster the termination (ta or te) of the 

verbal adjective (past participle) is often joined to the 

stem in verbs of the first conjugation ending in c, 5, 

c, and p, by means of a helping vowel. The helping 

vowel in these cases is invariably slender. 

The reason for this peculiarity is that the verbal adjective in 

these cases is formed on analogy with verbs belonging to the second 

conjugation. | 

Acts (=ATuite) ceapta (=ceaptite) 

mearpcta (=meapsuite) casts (=castite) 

nearccta raipcte 

TACTTA DACTA 

Slacta Leasta 

The “wu,” which we have written with the helping vowel “1,” 

is a mere glide.. 

(a) There is usually no helping vowel in cugt4 and cés5ta, but 

there is in ceavta (usually spelled ceaouiste). 

128. In the following combinations one of the con- 

sonants is absorbed by the other, and a single con- 
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sonantal sound results. This must not be confounded 

with eclipsis, which happens only to the initial consonant 

of a word. 

on=nn: céaond, Séa0nd, MArone. 

Ol = tL: covlad, coolaim, FOoLA, Nootais. 

tn =U: otna, cotna, dilne, ailneacct. 

non =n: congnam, 1onsna. 

ins = torn: Cuaitngse (in Co. Meath), pr. cuaite or 

cudaine. 

129. When a word ends in », the 1» is silent before an 

inflection beginning with c—e.g., cprerote, cperoteay, 

Cés0T4, OfUl0TeAf, S5010Te, ODeEAphaveta, PéroTe agi, 

rPmér1oTe, ToroTeafi. 

130. In Ulster, 6 or mh final following a liquid (or vowel) 

in monosyllables is silent, but it lengthens the helping 

vowel to a: cand (capt), Leanbd (Leand), sand (Santi), 

maid (mad), peapd (peat), Lath (L4-41), endrh (cpd-t)) 

puad (pti-t). 

ASSIMILATION OF LAND 11. 

131. In Munster when t and n are followed by j, they 

are usually assimilated and become silent, but, neverthe- 

less, a diphthong is developed in the preceding vowel. 

reannplam (= reabpiam or peavbn-pad). 

oedltpam (= oedbpamh Or 0ed-path). 

bainpiogain (= babdpiion). 

oedllyamace (= deabptic). 

bantam (=bvabLamh). 

bpanad (=bpabia), 
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NS. 

132. As already explained the combination ns in 

such words tons, tins, pedans, &c., is a simple con- 

sonantal sound, and should therefore be represented by | 

a single character. In the following words, however, 

ns does not get its ordinary sound :—tdnsarp (=ténap 

in Munster, tAnasapr in Connaught); 1onsna (M.=tna, 

C.=iona); 1onsancap (M.=tncap, C.=ioncap) ; 1onsan- 

caé (M.=tncac, C.=ioncac); rapping (Des.=pappeas 

or faippins); consnam (= ctinam); consgantaé 

(=ctincac); cayainsg (Des.=cayipds, Tapyisc) ; A¢Cuin- 

sim (=atcuinim); caipting (Des. =caiptis). 

133. In Ulster when a word ends in “n” and the 

following word begins with 0, the o is pronounced n. 

aon ‘ouine is pronounced aon nuine 

rean-ouine __,, »,  pedan-nuine 

Aon DEOft i: 5, AON neor 

re, rp, and rc. 

134. C, p, and c are always voiced (7.e., are pro- 

nounced s, b, 0) after r, except when they are final. 

The student may convince himself of this by placing 

the forefinger on the pharynx while pronouncing such 

words aS :—pcéal, rool, ppapdn, &c., or the words 

school (rst), speak (pvic), &c. The vocal chords will 

be felt to vibrate for the consonant after r. 

As, however, rc, rp, rc is the usual* spelling, as no 

* Except in the case of ps5, which for some time has been the 
accepted spelling. As, however, po and rb have never been usual 
it is illogical to insist on retaining ps, while rejecting rb and ro. 
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mistake can possibly arise by using them, (for the 

consonant after r can be kept unvoiced only by a 

strong effort), and as they have been adopted as the 

standard spelling in “The Irish Text Society’s 
Dictionary,” it is better to let them stand, than to alter 

them to rs, rb, ro. 

Mn and Cn. 

135. In Connaught and Ulster the combinations mn 

and cn are always pronounced mn and cr. 

mn& is pronounced in Connaught and Ulster mp4 

cnoc = fe cfloc 

cno xo = cpio 

cndam Ee is cpm 

Effects of the sound of nh. 

136. The various aspirated consonants, which get tee 

sound of h—viz., t, ~, ¢ in terminations of verbs, and 

slender ¢, unvoice* the consonant beside them—.e., 

they change the sound of b into that of , v (6, m) into 

f, 5 into c, and 0 into c; they also unvoice the liquids— 

€.g., nAom is pronounced naov, but if -ta be added, the 

t (=h) unvoices; the rm, and naomta is pronounced 

nAaopa. 

ssotmap (=s5dopay). Leabta (=Lleapa). 

liomta (=Liopa). oeipbpiap (= ope-rip). 

* When we say that a letter is unvoiced, we mean that the vocal 
chords do not vibrate for its production, and consequently the cor- 
responding voiceless letter is the result. See § 16. 

A 
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pamtac (=pdpac). raspa0*(=pdcao). 

cleropeso(=cpeiteso). pepiobpao(=pepiorao). 

repiobts (=pcziora). 

137. In such words as cyi, tporg, plear, &c., the — 
liquids are voiced ; but they are not voiced in « tv, 4 
Tflois, APleasr, aitjuge, &e. 

138. A peculiar feature of Dresmonp Irish is that 

the letters which get the sound of n suppress the slender 

vowels beside them, provided the slender vowel is part 

of a digraph or trigraph—e.g., mait is pronounced mat, 
and consequently the plural form maite is pronounced 

MATA, CAIT = CAT, FLAIT = FLAT, Flaitear = flaca, 

OfOICeEAD = OPOTAD, DOICeEALL = DOTALL, “DiGeALL= 

OiTOL,T 04 Ficeaol= DATA”. 

Ataifi is pronounced aicig.. 

These words ought not to be spelled as they are 

pronounced in Desmond, because the Desmond pro- 

nunciation of these words is very different from that of 

the rest of the country. 

Eclipsis. 

139. Kclipsis is the term used in Irish Grammar to 

denote the suppression of the sound of certain Irish 

consonants (when initial) by prefixing others; both, 

consonants are writen, but only the first—z.e., the 

* It is only wher the ¢ is sounded as h that it unvoices the preceding 
consonant, 

{ The sound of h is independent of the law Caottecaot. See § 49. 
{ The literary spelling is 04 fi¢10—ze., slender 0; but the 0 is 

broad in both Munster and Ulster. 
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eclipsing one, is pronounced—eg., scapatt is pro- 

nounced sapatt. 

p is eclipsed by b 
Tc Z 0 

c 5 
EF »» 6 

b 9 m 

0 - n 

‘S ‘5 ng (only n‘is written.) 

140. In the Table of Consonants given in Chapter V. 

the letters p,c, and c occur in the first column, under the 

heading “* Voiceless Stops,” whilst vb, 0, and 5 are found 

in the second column—the “ Voiced Stops.” ff occurs 
in the third column under the heading “ Voiceless 
Spirants,” while » is in the fourth column— Voiced 
Spirants.” 

The eclipsing letters for bv, 0, and 5 (viz., m, n, ns) 

all occur in the fifth column—the “ Nasal Liquids.” 

141. Eclipsis may, therefore, be more scientifically 
defined as “The voicing of the initial consonant of an 

Irish word, if it be voiceless, or the nasalising of it, if it be 

already voiced.’’ 

142. It has been already pointed out in the Irish 

Grammar that the letter “  ” cannot be eclipsed—a fact 
that is still questioned by some writers. A glance at 
the Table of Consonants will show that there is a gap 
in column 4, where the sound of “ z,”—1.e., the voiced 

sound of ;‘ p,” should occur. The voiced sound of “ p” 
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does not occur in Irish, therefore the letter « r’’ eannot 

be eclipsed.* We likewise stated in the Grammar that 

“5” is eclipsed by “ns,” although “n’” is the letter 
used im writing (both letters then getting the sound of 

“‘ng). A glance at the Table drawn up on phonetic 
principles shews that 5 is eclipsed by ns, not by n. 

Syncope. 

148. One of the characteristics of spoken Irish is the 

shortness of the words. Words of more than four or 

five syllables are seldom met with. The two methods 

employed in Irish for keeping the words short are 
Syncope and Metathesis. 

Syncope may be described as the telescoping of a 

word, whenever a grammatical inflection or a suffix 

commencing with a vowel is added. A short vowel or 

digraph in the last syllable of a word of more than one 

syllable is usually elided and the consonants brought 

_ together whenever the word is lengthened. The 

bringing together of the consonants frequently results 

in one of them becoming silent (§ 128), or else a short 

helping vowel may develop. 

maroin gen. sing. = marone (pr. mainne) 
CATAIII ‘. = CAtpc (pr. catapiac) 

oLann i = olna (pr. olla) 

obaipi 3 = o1vye (pr. oibipe) 

colann . = colna (pr. cotta) 

* The sound of ¢ is sometimes suppressed and c is prefixed ; 
but c cannot be the eclipsing letter of r, and moreover, this replacing 

of the sound of p does not follow the rules for Eclipsis (Irish Grammer 
§ 26). 



cuispine (pr. cuipsinc). 

oeipdpitip (ope-fop). 

covalts (=coo0lata= 
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rotaip nom. pl. = poitre (pr. roitre, M.) 

ofr Fe = oortpe (pr. odie, M.) 

innip pres. tense = innpim (pr. innpim, M.) 

covail Se = cootaim (pr. cottaim) 

Labsipr = = Labpaim 

orcail es = orclaim 

reatamail abs. noun = feapamlact 

aoibinn a = soibnesr 

Metathesis. 
aah ce | 

144. Metathesis is the transposition of letters or 

syllables in a word. Such transposition is common in 

Munster Irish, either to facilitate pronunciation, or 

else to prevent the development of a “ helping vowel,” 

and thus the words are kept short. 

ciMspionnac (pr. cwipsion- 

reicrinc (pr. ripsinc). nAac). 

capispine (pr.cayupsine). mitpeacc (milpeacc), mit- 

easlaire (easaitre). redén (mipledn). 

COLLATA). upicup (pucap). 

cTpAtnOna (cTpdntona).* = artnigim (aintim). 

Tionmimgs (cpromuig). rpiopiso (ppyiro). 

connaé (énoc). aprotoro (appotdro). 

biopidn (opedn). 

oe dpdpdacaipi (Opie-te dp). 

Mcpuge (aipci or aicipti), 

* Tpdcnona, in Dési; cpdtnona in Kerry. 
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464, river, 60, ainm, name, 85, 124. 
464¢, dwarf, 60. Ainnift, & maiden, 85. 
Absinn, dat. of aba, 60. dif, on, on him, 85 (a). 
Abs4n, song, 14, 60. aie, attention, 85 (d). 
Acd, at them, 57. Aifi5ea0, money, 124, 
A04intT, kindling, 67. (aq) sip, back (adv.), 85. 
AvAnT4, kindled, 67. Aipeipise, resurrection, 52 (6). 
AdAziC, & horn, 67. aipce, @ gift, 85. 
AVDATCOS, a cornicle, 67, _ aipiogs, restitution, 52 (6). 
A0ATT, & pillow, 67. aiptesp, journey, 84, 85. 
avapecayi, a halter, 67. Ait, funny, 85 
Adbspt, cause, 67 (note). Aiteaca, places, 84. 
AvLAcAim, I bury, 67. Aitedp, fun, pleasure, 85. 
Aoms»0, timber, 67, Aitne, knowledge, 85 (b), 124. 
axonacaim, I bury, 67. aitnigim, I recognise, 144. 
aonaim, I enkindle, 67. Aitpuge, repentance, 137, 144. 
A040, adoration, 67. Abs, Scotland, 124. 
adtiaim, I adore, 67. Am, time, 60. 
sezi, air, 106. amao4n, fool, 58. 
AS) at, 57. amannta, pl. of am, time, 52 (2). 
A5416, at ye, 85 (c). amain, only, 36. 
AsA10, face, 67. amaric, sight, 60. 
asainn, at us, 72 (d). Amap, & mercenary, 60. 
asup, and, 52 (1). amapcsp, bark (of a dog), 60. 
41015, ripe, 85. amLaro, thus, 60. 
Aibne, rivers, 67. Aampdan, a song, 14, 60. 
Mbneacs, rivers, 67. Ampap, doubt, 60. 
aici, at her, 85 (a). amuvd4, astray, 69. 
aise, at him, 85 (a). amuig, outside, 69 (a). 
aignedd, mind, 85. an, the, 56. 
Aignesp, argument, 67. Aanatl, over (to this side), 60. 
aiste, of a face, 67. anbpuit, broth, 52 (6). 
Ailne, beauty, 128. anpa, terror, 20 (e). 
Ailneact, beauty, 128. ann, in it, 60. 
aimLesp, disadvantage, 52 (6),67. | annra, beloved, 60. 
aimLeipcesamait, lazy, 67. annpact, dearness, 60. 
aimp1s, procure, aim at, 67. annyin, there, 55, 
aimpipt, time, weather, 67. Annro, here, 55. 
aingeat angel, 84, anni, yonder, 55. 
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Anonn, over (to that side), 66. 
Anudp, down (from above), 111. 
Aov, Hugh, 102. 
4o1b1nn, pleasant, 36 (e), 143. 
Aoibnearp, pleasure, 36 (e), 143. 
Aoine, Friday, 119. 
soiproe, height, 119. 
soir, age, 119. 
Aon, one, 102. 
dot, lime, 102. 
Aonae, & fair, 102. 
AonAtt; alone, 102. 
Aonsur, Aonghus, 71. 
dor, people, folk, 102. 
Aorta, aged, 102. 
Aprotoro, absolution, 143. 
At, our, 33. 
apidn, bread, 53. 
Aydin, gen. of apdn, 24, 
Apbar, corn, 63, 
Apvodn, a height, 58, 
Aprou (usd), raising, 69. 
Aprodcan, I shall raise, 37 (a). 
Ayim, an arm, 124. 
dro, high, 33. 
Afparo, ancient, 26 (q). 
dpc, Arthur, 33. 
4p, out of it, 58 (5), note. 
4TCALl, arm-pit, 58 (5). 
4T, a Swelling, 33, 
staip, father, 138. 
AtCuinse, request, 132. 
atcuingim, I request, 132. 
Atyiusad, change, 124. 
Att4, SWOllen, 127. 
Atcuippe, weariness, sorrow, 

52 (6). 

Da, cows, 33. 
bdAbos, doll, 58. 
bac, hindrance, 33. 
bacta, hindered, 127. 
bacaé, lame, a beggar, 52 (4). 
bacais, gen. of bacaé, 52 (4). 
bacann, (he) hinders, 58. 
bAd, affection, 38 (f), Ex. 
bv, boat, 33. . 
vévops, of a boatman, 58. 
ba0b, raven, 36 (d), 67. 
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basun, bacon, 58. 
bArvin, & little boat, 43, 52 (3). 
bait, blessing, 86. 
baile, town, 85 (b), 86. 
baileocaip, you will gather, 

37 (a). 
bailiste, gathered, 77. 
bail, of a limb, 85 (c). 
bdtn, ‘gen. masc. of bAn, white, 

24, 
bain, cut, take, 85 (c). 
bainne, milk, 86. 
bainpiiogan, queen, 52 (6), 131. 
baintpeac, widow, 67. 
bab, dumb, stammering, 124, 
batt, limb, 60. 
balla, wall, 52 (1). 
b4n, white, 33. 
banb4, one of the ancient names 

for Ireland, 36 (d), 63. 
banntlamn, cubit, 131. 
bantpact, woman-folk, 60. 
b4nuis, whiten, 52 (2). 
baosat, danger, 102. 
baor, foolishness, 102. 
baot, silly, 102. 
bap, your, 36 (c). 
bar, top, 73. 
bapipos, a grip, 58. 
bdr, death, 33. 
bar, palm of the hand, 33. 
bars, plural of bar, 58. 
beac, bee, 83 (c). 
beas, little, 83 (d). 
beasdn, few, 53. 
béal, mouth, 105 (6). 
bean, @ woman, 82. 
beann, a jot, summit, 60. 
beannact, blessing, 52 (4). 
beannuis, salute, bless, 52 (4). 
beapina, a gap, 73. 
bear, cut, shave, 73. 
beapipiad, cutting, 75. 
beapipita, cut, shaven, 73. 
béar, a custom, manner, 105. 
béim, a stroke, 33. 
beipibead, boiling, 63. 
beipic, two persons, 108 {a). 
beo, alive, 36, 100. 

_beorp, beer, 118. 



bi, be, 33, 36. 
biad, food, 116. 
binn, Lielodious, 72. 
bi00ba, a foe, 94. 
biovs, start, 94. 
bi0054¢, sprightly, 94. 
biolap, Water cress. 92. 
bion, a spit, stake, 91. 
bropiAn, a pin, 53, 144. 
bio, they are, 33. 
bim, I am, 33. 
bipt. you are, 33. 
biteamnac, rascal, 62. 
bladm, flame, blaze, 67. 
blLadmannaé, boastful, 67. 
blair, of taste, 96 
blannvan, flattery, 60. 
bliadain, year, 77. 
bd, cow, 33. 
bovar, deaf, 64. 
bovopad, deafening, 

ing,’’ 36 (a). 
bos, soft, 33. 
boiét, poor, 48, 96 (a). 
bop, dat. of bor, a palm, 96 (c). 
bditpin, a little road, 26 (f). 
bolts, a belly, 76. 
bonn, sole of the foot, 66. 
Dopiama, Boru, 62. 
borpb, violent, 124. 
bozo, a table, 73. 
bpacsail, croaking, 123. 
bpao0dn, a salmon, 52 (3), 53. 
bpannyziad, tripod, 131. 
(50) bp4t, for ever, 40 (a). 
bpéas, a lie, 105 (6). 
breds, fine, 104, 126. 
byiedgtact, fineness, beauty, 104. 
byéan, foul-smelling, 105. 
brerteamnnap, judgment, 52 (a), 

62. 

‘¢ bother- 

byeo1(d)ce, sick, 118. 
bDyanais, gen. of Dyranad, 

O’Brien. 
byuatap, a word, 36 (a). 
bpis, substance, vigour, 38. 
byup, break, 126. 
byurim, I break, 12 (9). 
bpds, a shoe, 33. 
bromac, a colt, 58. 

bpdin, gen. of bpdn, sorrow, 24. 
bronn, bestow, 64. 
bronncansp a present, 64, 
bpuisean, fight, 90. 
buacaill, a boy, 111. 

buavda, of victory, 67 (d). 
buard, victory, 117 (a). 
buail, strike (v). 
buailreap, Some one will strike, 

48, 
buailteap, Some one strikes, 48. 
bualad, act of striking, 38 (e). 
burvde, yellow. 72. 
burdeac, thankful, 90 (a). 
burdeacap, thanks, 90 (a). 
burdean, a company, 72. 
burdean trluas, a host, 21 (e). 
buile, madness, 89. 
buille, a blow, 89. 
buin, dat. sing. of b6, a cow, 24. 
burro, gen. of boyo, a table, 73. 
bun, charge of ; a foundation, 33, 
bunavdar, foundation, 67 (d), 
bunavdapac, original, substan- 

tial, 67 (d). 
buy, your, 36 (c). 

Cabaip, help, 60. 
cabgail, babbling, 123. 
c4’0, What, 33. 
cadain, & mug, 67. 
caval, a rind, 67. 
cavdan, a wild goose, 67. 
caibroil, a chapter, 86. 
caropieam, acquaintance, 86. 
caiLl, lose, 67. 
caillLeamain, lose (verbal noun), 

21 (d), 62. 
caillim, I lose, 52 (2). 
caillrean, I shall lose, 67. 
cailtce, lost, 67. 
caillceac, destructive, 67. 
came, crookedness, 85 (c). 
cainnt, talk, 67. 
caipoe, friends, respite, 73. 
caiproearp, friendship, 84. 
caipizeac, rocky, 86. 
caire, a stream, 86. 
caipeal, a pile, 86, 



caipledin, castles, 114, 
caipledn, castle, 103. 
caipmipit, combat, 86. 

—cait, throw, 86. 
caiteam, act of throwing, 38 (/,). 
caLlabap, mantel-piece, 62. 
calleap, coulter. 60. 
cam, crooked, 60. 
canamain, dialect, 62. 
canncap, anger, 60. 
cannelaé cranky, 60. 
caoe, blind, 102. 
caocrponaise, nasal twang, | 5. 
c4o1, a way, !20. 
coin, lament, 119. 
col, slender, 102. 
caol trrut, a slender stream, 

21 (e). 
caorpt, a berry, 102. 
caozia, a Sheep, 102. 
caopac, of a sheep, 102. 
capatl, a horse, 52 (1). 
capailt, of a horse, 88. 
c4p, where (before past tense), 33 
capa, a friend, 58. 
capbalt, a carol, 62. 
cain, a heap, 76. 
capinaim, I slaughter, 73. 
caqinad, slaughter, 73. 
capipiais, & rock, 26 (9). 
capipbap, & carouse, 63. 
Ccappsap, Lent, 71. 
cap, turn, 33. 

cép, & Case, 33. 
capan, a path, 52 (3), 53. 
capos, & coat, 58. 
capt, & hammer, 52 (3). 
CAT, & Cat, 33. 
catac, warlike, 52 (a). 
CATAITi, & City, 143. 
cataoip, & Chair, 52 (a), 119. 
cé, who, 33 

. ceact, & lesson, 83 (c). 
céao, first, hundred, 82, 105 (0). 
céaond, same, 128. 
céa0c4, hundreds, 129. 
ces0t4, permitted, 127 (a). 
ceana, already, 37 (0). 
ceansait, bind, 83 (c). 
ceann, a head, 60. 

ceanndctd4, you would buy, 
37 (a). 

ceannpa, meek, 60, 
ceanntayg, district, 60. 
Ceann tSAiLe, Kinsale, 21 (e). 
ceapta, thought, 127. 
cearic, a hen, 82. . 

ceayro, a trade, 73. 
ceapinbac, a gambler, 63. 
ceatpama, & quarter, 62. 
céiLle, a spouse, 37. 
ceiLl, sense (dat.), 33. 
céim, a step, 33, 37. 

ceiptve, of a trade, 73. 
ceitpe, four, 108 (a). 
ceo, fog. 100. 

ceol, music, 37, 100. 
ceolmar, musical, 63 (a). 
cia, Who, 110 (-). 
cial, sense, 110. 
cill, a church, 72. 

/ ¢im, I see, 37. . 
cinedl, kind, sort, 103. 
cinn, of a head, 37,72. 
(or) cionn, over, above, 66. 
cionnarp, how, 95. 
cionnta, crimes, 66. 
cionntaé, guilty, 66. 
cionncuis, offend, 66. 
c10t05, & left hand, 53, 95. 
cipin, a chip of wood, 58. 
cipedn, & basket, 103. 
cipedin, Of a basket, 114. 
citin, quiet, 121. 
ciumaip, an edge, 69. 
clabyi4, a mantelpiece, 60. 
clavdaizie, a rogue, 67. 
cLardeam, a sword, 87 (0). 
cleamnap, a marriage alliance, 

60 
clip, a start, 33. 
clircte, clever, 58. 
cLos, & bell, 33. 
clordeamh, a sword, 72. 
cloinn, dat. of clann, children 

72. 
cop04, a cord, 73. 

cLop, a close, 33. 
clu, fame, 33. 

_ cluap, an ear, 111. 
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clio, & covering, 33. 
cluis,. of a clock, 89. 
cluitée, a game, 89. 
cndm, a bone, 130, 135. 
cnesd, a wound, 104. 
cnesrp, skin, 124. 
cnoc, @ hill, 124, 135. 
cnuic, hills, 89. 
cno, a nut, 135. 
cova, gen. of cur, portion, 58. 
covail, sleep (v.), 143. 
covalra, slept, 144. 
covanna, plu. of curo, portion, 

58 
‘coolsim, I sleep, 128. 
cosubdsr, conscience, 62. 
coictiveap, a fortnight, 97 (a). 
co10ce, ever, 98. 
co1leac, a cock, 52 (4). 
coilis, cocks, 52 (4). 
coil, a wood, 72, 75. 
coitte, of a wood, 75, 96 (c.). 
coillte, woods, 75. 
coimcednsait, a bond, 52 (6). 
coimedo, keep, 103. 
coimearcap, a conflict, 52 (6). 
coimmesp, comparison, 52 (6). 
comms, limit, v., 97. 
coin, hounds, 96 (c). 
coimsealt, condition, 71. 
coinne, expectation, 96 (6). 
coif, a crime, 96 (6), 
corrice, oats, 96 (c). 
coir, dat. of cor, a foot, 96 (a). 
coipcéim, step, 96 (c). 
coipoe, a jury, 96 (a). 
coitceann, usual, 83 (e), 96 (a). 
colann, the body, 143. 
colbar, dove, 63. 
coll, a hazel, 64. 
colm, a dove, 124. . 
coln4, of the body, 128. 
comact, power, 65, 
(1 s)comsimpip, contemporane- 

ously, 52 (6). 
comaipieath, counting, 52 (6), 65. 
comaiyile, advice, 52 (6), 65. 
coms, near, 65. 
comlorcad, a conflagration, 52 

(6). 

comnurde, a dwelling, 65. 
compac, a fight, 65. 
compo, conversation, 65. 
comurpipa, neighbour, 52 (6), 65. 
consantaé, helpful, 132. 
consnam, help, 128, 132. 
connaic, saw (3rd sing.), 88, 
connac, I saw, 144. 
connvoae, county, 66. 
conncabartic, danger, 66. 
conncabaptac, dangerous, 66. 
conrcabla, a constable, 66. 
cox, a stir, 33. 
copidin, a crown, 52 (3), 53. 
corn, a goblet, 124. 
cor, & foot, 33. 
copa, plu. of cor, 58. 
céca, a coat, 58. 
cds, & talon, 33. 
cylainn, trees, 85 (c). 
cyiann, tree, 60. 
cpé, soil, earth, 126. 
cpeaé, plunder, 83 (c). 
cpeapa, of a belt, 82. 
cperoeamain, believing, 62. 
cperoeann, (he) believes, 84, 
cperoreano, I shall believe, 135. 
crerote, believed (p. _ part.), 

129. . 
cyrerotear, people believe, 129. 
cpio, a girdle, 91, 126. 
cpiorpturde, a christian, 77, 90. 
cp604, Valiant, 38 (/). 
cpoiceann, skin, 96 (c). 
cpoive, a heart, 72, 98. 
cyio1dte, hearts, 77. 
cyioire, Of a cross, 96 (c)- 
cfiom, bent, 64. 
con, swarthy, 33. 
cpondn, humming, 58. 
cpor, & cross, 33. 

cporta, perverse, 58, 
cyiot, shape, beauty, 33. 
cyiub, paw, 33, 
cpuard, hard, 117 (a). 
cyuinn, round, exact, 72. 
cuac, a stack, 111. 
éuaLlarp, I heard, 111. 
cuan, a harbour, 111. 
cu, a hound, 33, 



cuard, went, 117 (a), 
cub, a hen-coop, 33. 
cusaib, towards ye, 69. 
éusam, towards me (C.), 37 (d). 
éusam, towards me (M.), 69. 
cusac, towards you, 69. 
cuibe, becoming, 36, 72. 
cuibeapac, middling, 72. 
curv. a portion. 59, 72. 
cuilm, of a dove, 89. 
cuimne, recollection, 90. 
Cuinn, of Con, 72. 
cup. put, 89. 
curpiead, an invitation, 38 (d). 
cuiple, vein, 89. 
cul, the poll of the head, 33. 
cuma, sorrow, 69. 
cuma, a shape, a way, 58. 
CumaiLl (Finn Mac), Cumhaill, 

69. 
cumans, narrow, 69. 
cumvoacé, covering, 69. 

cumouts, cover (v.), 69. 
cupipac, a bog, 53. 
cuficapt, put (auton, pres.), 58. 
cutaé, fierce, 69. 

‘DA, two, 33. 
odabac, vat, 60. 
0404, & jot, 58. 
‘oaill, blind (gen. masce.), 85 (c). 
oaingedn, firm, 85, 
6 DALais, O'Daly, 38 (a). 
ALL, blind, 60. 
ALTA, as for, 21 (A). 
odn, poem, 33. 
dna, bold, 58. 
Dandt, Dane, 58. 

0401, fool, 120. 
oaoine, people, 119. 

oaoippe, Slavery, 119. 
ool, beetle, 102. 

OAd0ft, dear, 102. 

oap, by (in swearing), 33. 
oat, a colour, 40 (a). 
oatac, comely, 52 (a). 
ota, date, 58. 
0é, of God, 33. 
és, - - - been (ten), 105 (4). 

veaLlbarp, poverty, 63. 
vealLlpam, appearance, 131. 
oeallpamac, apparent, 131. 
vedAm an, spirit. demon, 60. 
oéan, do, make, 105. 

véanath, act of making, 38 (e). 
vedtis, red, 124. 
veapman, forget, 63. 
vedpimsaota, forgotten, 129. 
veapina, palm of hand, 73. 
veapbpdtain, brother, 144. 
veap, pretty, right hand, 
oeiript, hurry (n.), 102%. 
veimearp, Shears, scissors, 68 (5), 

107. 
veimin, certainty, 58 (4). 
veimneac, certain, 68 (a). 
veimnigte, certain, 68 (a). 
veineap, I did, 108. 
veipbpiup, sister, 136, 144. 
veifis, gen. masc. of vearis, 

124, 
veitnedp, hurry, 108. 
(50) veo, for ever, 100. 
veoe, a drink, 100 (a). 
voeor. a tear, 100. 
014, God, 110, 110 (a). 
o1abal, devil, 77. 
01404, divine, 38 (f). 
141d, after, 116 (a). 
o1amaift, Obscurity, 77. ; 
oiceALLl, one’s best endeavour, 

49, 138. 
‘oi-ceannaim, I behead, 52 (6), 
oil, fond, 33. 
ite, deluge, 58. 
viosaltar, revenge, 94, 
vios bail, injury, 94. 
1054, indignation, 94. 
oiospaip, ardour, 94, 
oiolmanae, & hireling, 63. 
ciombAéd, sorrow, 19 (6 52 (6). 
‘oLao1, a curl, 23. 
olLatac, curly, 52 (a), 
olise, law, 23, 72. 
oliste, laws, 77. 
olut, compact, 23, 69. 
06, to or for him, 32. 
ooiceall, a grudge, inhospi- 

tabliness, 37, 138. 



ooilbip, gloomy, sad, 36 (e), 
96 (a) 

~ooilsearp, affliction, 71, 
96 (a). 

-ooimin, deep, 72 (a), 97 (a). 
-ooimne, depth, 97 By note. 
‘ooineann, bad weather, 96 ().- 
‘ooifie, & wood, 96 (ec). 
‘ooipipe, doors, 73, 143, 
Dor1f'T, pour, 96 (a). 
o00Ldn, small creek, 58, 
06Lér, sorrow, 58. 
00-m4pbT4, immortal, 52 (6), 
~oomain, gen. of voman, 24, 
‘ooman, world, 64. 

oomblar, gall, 19 (d), 52 (6). 
~oond, unfortunate, 58. 
‘oonap, misfortune, 58. 
“oonn, brown, 64. 
~oopap, door, ‘V1 (i), 52 (1). 
oorica, dark, 76, 124. 
~oozin, fist, 124, 
~oor, tuft, 33. 
opannodal, the gum, 60. 
~“opanntan, a humming, snarl, 

52 (5), 60. 
“opanntsail, snarling, 123, 
“opieam, tribe, 60. - 
“opIPeos, & briar, 100, 126, 
“opoc, bad, 37 (e). 
opioicean, bridge, 37, 138, 
‘ofiom, a back, 64. 
“orioma, Of a back, 58. 
‘opomanna, backs, 58, 

--oponn, hump on the back, 66. 
opiurote, closed, 129, 
“oxtuim, a back, 72. 
oud, black, 36. 
oubs, pl. of oud, 69, 
oubaipc, said, 69. 
~oubsric, I said, 69. 
oubstap, I said, "69. 
ouibe, blackness, 36, 72. 
ouitleaban, foliage, 62. 
“ouilleos, a leaf, 89 (a). 
~ouine, person, 89. 
‘oulnn, gen. masc, 

brown, 72. 
“oul, act of going, 33. 
“oun, shut, a fort, 33. 

of ‘vonn, 

83 (e), 

ounann, (he) shuts, 58. 
ounta, closed, 58, 
ouT, hard, 33. 
outacar, hereditary fastindt 69. 
outars, a country, estate, 69. 
outpace, Zeal, 69, 
OUTPACTAC, zealous, 69. 

Ca0aé, cloth, 105. 
ésoan, forehead, 105. 
easaf, arrangement, 83 (c). 
easla, fear, 83 (c). 
easlair, church, 83 (c). 
easLaire, of a church, 144, 
eala, a swan, 83 (d). 
ealavda, science, 67 (d). | 
eazic, any animal of the cow 

kind, 115. 
eapbard, want, 36 (d). 
eapcdiproess, unfriendliness, 52 

erbLin, Eileen, 68. 
e1de4n, ivy, 68, 107, 
é151n (a.), certain, 21 (d), 
eile, other, 108 (a). 
éin, birds, 33. 
Erte, Ireland, 58. 
é11351m, I arise, 68 (a). 
éip'Se, rising, 68 (a), 70. 
Erinn, dat. of Eipte, 58. 
é1re, listen, 68 (a). 
éipteact, act of listening, 68 (a). 
eocaipt, a key, 100 (a). 
eot, knowledge, 100. 
eotap, knowledge, 100. 

aca, saw (dep. past), 58. 
rao, length, 33. 
F404, long, 52 (1). 
rasaizic, fire in the eyes, 67. 
¢a0b, a knot of wood, a diffi- 

culty, 67; yin i an favdd, 
that’s the rub. 

P45, leave, 33. 
FAsail, finding, 67 (e). 
pagaim, I get, 67. 
ra5rao0, I shall leave, 136. 
paic, a scrap, 85. 

H 



Faroe, longer, 85 (c). 
FAILL, a cliff, 20 (e), 67. 
pailte, welcome, 21 (h). 
Faipie, act of watching, 86, 
Faipifige, the sea, 86. 
FAIppins, extensive, 86, 132. 
FAipipedas, extensive, 132. 
pa squeezed, tightened, 

127. 
Fraiccear, fear, 83 (e), 86. 
Fallpa, lazy, 60. 
frAlLpacéc, falsehood, 60. 
fAllcés, a heavy blow, 60. 
fan, wandering, 33. 
fran, wait, 33, 20 (e). 
FAnamaine, act of waiting. 
panann, (he) waits, 58. 
rann, feeble, 60. 
FAnnTaip, Weakness, 60, 
faobsar, edge, sharpness, 102. 
#401, under, 120. 
faoiproin, confession, 119. 
faoiream, cessation recovery 

120. 
rap, growing, 33. 
rdpann, (he) grows, 58, 
fpacac, a giant, 20 (e), 52 (a). 
feabar, excellence, 60. 
feabps, February, 60. 
reabspiuis, improve, 60. 
réac, look (v.), 105 (6). 
réacaint, looking, 21 (d). 
féeano, be able, 105. 
reaoaip, know, 88, 
réaopan, I shall be able, 105 (c). 

123. | 
reaosail, act of whistling, 71, 
Feat, deceit, 60. 
fealtrac, a treacherous one, 60. 
reap, & man, 82, 
reap, grass, 105. 
feapamLacc, manliness, 143. 
fears, anger, 124. 
fearsur, Fergus, 71. 
fresrit, better, 73. 
fedaripida, better, 75, 82. 
reara, of knowledge, 82. 
reicrint, act of seeing, 108, 144. 
réroip, possible, 20 (d). 
rerom, business, 68. 

fe1sil, looking after, 68, 
réile, generosity. 
feill, treachery, 68. 
réin, self, 33, 20 (d). 
réipt, of grass, 33. 
reipise, of anger, 124. 
feiptyroe, better of it, 73. 
reir, festival, a feis, 
feipeanna, pl. of peip, 52 (2), 84. 
reiteath, waiting, 108. 
reoil, flesh, meat, 118, 
feoip, The Nore, 118. 
feola, gen. of peort, 100. 
riabsiap, fever, 77. 
fiavain, wild, 77. 
flappiuis, enquire, ask, 20 (7). 
fial, generous, 110, 
rice, twenty, 37. 
file, a poet, 109. 
FILL, return, 72. 

100, a wood, 94, 
frlosaip, a sign, 94. 
riolar, an eagle, 20 (e), 92. 
rionn, fair haired, 66. 
gionna, hair of an animal, 91. 
rior, knowledge, 91. 
riopac, intelligent, 53, 
rift, men, 33, 
fiucad, boiling, 101. 
¢iucaim, I boil, simmer, 101. 
plait, a prince, 86, 
plaiteamail, princely, 62, 
plaitear, kingdom, Heaven, 86. 
plarppsait, smacking the lips, 

123. 
pliuc, wet, 101. 
4604, a name for Ireland, 128. 

SORA an attack, 64. 

rosantac, useful, 65. 
poslac, a plunderer, 64. 
pos tum, learning, 64. 
fosmap, autumn, 65. . 
posnam, act of serving, 65. 
poisro, patience, 97 (a). 
poisne, patience, 72, 97 (a). 

foipbte, ‘aged, 96 (a). ; 

foipieann, a band, a crew, 96 (b}- 
foipéisean, violence, 52 (6).°". j 
foipinesric, violence, 52 (6), 73. 



yoirine, crews, 73. 
foiftpe, harrowing, 74. 
poitin, shelter, 96 (c). 
pots, of blood, 58. 
¢olam, empty, 52 (1). 
rotldéin, wholesome, 52 (3). 
fonn, desire, 66. 
‘ponn, a tune, 66 (a). 
fonnmarp, desirous, 63 (a). 
onnra, & hoop, 66. 
ror, & prop, 33. 
‘por, yet, 33. 
foram, I desist from, 20 (e). 
rorcail, open, 20 (e). 
‘Eraimnc, France, 67. 
framncip, French language, 67. 
Pranncac, a Frenchman, 60. 
fr4p, a shower, 33. 
pyeayy4, an answer, 83 (c) 
fuacc, cold, 111. 
‘puaim, a sound, 117. 
fuaip, found, 117. 
rua, cold, 111. 
furoesc, copious, 72. 
ruiseall, remnants, 72. 
puisleac, a remainder, 72. 
ruil, blood, 89. 
ruinn, gen. of fonn, a desire, 

tune, 72. 
uinneos, & window, 52 (3), 89. 
‘piuipeos, a lark, 52 (3), 100. 
ruinnreos, an ash tree, 72. 
ruldin, optional, 53. 
fut, under you, 33. 

SA, at its, 57. 
“5464, a smith, 60. 
s4bann, of a smith, 60. 
54ba1m, I take, go, 60. 
54baL, a fork, 60. 
54ban, goat, 60. 
546165, a little fork, 60. 
540, an osier, a gad, 33, 
5404p, & hound, 67. 
‘54dp416, dat. pl. of Sadan, 67. 
Ssevdeat, an Irishman, 106. 
Saevdeatac, Irish, 106. 
Sseditis, the Trish language, 

106. 

S4eluinn, the Irish language, 
6. 

3545, @ chink, 33. 
s54ibne, smiths, 67. 
541Ll, foreigners, 85 (c). 
Sailtim, Galway, 86. 
Sallie, gen. Saittim, 71. 
s4inme, of sand, 70. 
s54ipt10, short, 86. 
S54ipce, valour, 86. 
sal, smoke, 33. 
5414, a gale, 58. 
sAldnca, genteel, 53. 
5ALaq, disease, 58. 
salt, foreigner, 60. 
5404, foreign, 60. 
54Lun, a gallon, 58 (5). 
sAmain, calf, 60. 
54n, without, 33. 
54nn, scarce, 60. 
sAnnvoal, gander, 60. 
Ssovat, an Irishman, 102, 
sAoite, of wind, 119. 
sAol, @ relation, 102. 
540t, wind, 40 (a), 102. 
sAotmap, windy, 136. 
54y6, rough, 130. 
s4pipun, a young boy, 58. 
s4f, & Stern, 33. 
56, a goose, 25 (b). 
seaitipie, a torch, 115. 
seal, bright, 82. 
sealt, a promise, bet, 60. 
sealtpan, I shall promise, 60. 
5eattaim, I promise, 75. 
sealtca, promised (p.p.), 60. 
seatc, madman, 82. 
se4smarp, corn in blade, 60. 
sean, affection, 82. | 
seanncac, snub-nosed, 60. 
sear, cut, short, 73. 
Heapipsd, act of cutting, 82. 
seapipiaim, I cut, 75. 
Seapipica, cut (p.p.), 75. 
5eata, & gate, 82. 
Seibeann, (he) finds, 68. 
Seibim, I find, 68. 
Sebi, you find, 68. . 
seibLleac, a captive, 68. 
se1blisim, I fetter, 68. 
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sein, beget, 108. 
seit, yield, 33. 
5é1m, lowing, 33. 
Seimeat, a fetter, 68 (d). 
seimteac, fettered, 68 (0). 
Seimpieao, winter, 68 (bd). 
seobao, I shall find, 100. 
sisitim, I tickle, 58. 
510b054¢, ragged, 95, 
sols, youth, attendant, 91. 
51074, & piece, 91. 
Siuiptip, justice of the peace, 121. 
supe, bog-deal, 121, 
slac, take, 33. 
slacta, taken, 127. 
slaire, greenness, 85 (c). 
slamsail, howling, 71, 123. 
sLaine, brightness, 85 (c). 
sao, call (v.), 102. 
slap, green, 33. 
sLeann, valley, glen, 60. 
sleannta, valleys, 60. 
sleoite, neat, 118. 

slic, cunning, 33. 
Sliocar, cunningness, 92. 
slios4p, empty noise, prattle, 

92. 
Stoine, glass, 96 (c). 
Sltin, dat. of sttin, 46. 
5lin, a knee, 33, 46, 
5nd, work, 124. 
50, to, 54. 

50, deceit, 33. 
50d, a beak, 33. 
5ossail, cackling, 123. 
sore, steal, 96 (c). 
5010Te, stolen, 129, 

soile, appetite, stomach, 96 (c). 
sol, cry, weep, 33, 
sorm, blue, 124. 
sort, field, 33. 
5r4s5sait, clucking, 123, 
5tdsnesmtacc, ugliness, 62. 
Steams, of a piece, 82. 
sreannmarp, funny, 63 (a). 
spear, a spell, turn, 126. 

Suche affection, 67, 
5tta10n, | 
sem, a grip, piece, 68. 
srtian, sun, 110, 126, 

stnn, pleasant, 72. 
srorve, valiant, 98. 
suat, coal, 111. 

| 5u1b, gen. of sob, a beak, 89. 
5010, pray, 89. 
Surve, praying, 72. 
suipm, gen. masc. of soym, blue. 

76, 89, 124. gg : 
suipic, of a field, 89. 
sSuipcin, & little field, 52 (3). 
sup, that (before past tense), 54.. 
5ut, a voice, 69. a 

| 1, she, her. 
1470, them, 110. 
1oip, between, 53, 
1m, butter, 72. 
1mp1s, beseech, 72, 
imteact, departing, 83 (c). 
inbear, a harbour, 71, 83 (e).. 
incperote, credible, 52 (6). 
ino1u, to-day, 101. 
ingen, daughter, 71, 83 (e).. 
inneoin, an anvil, 118. 
inmp, tell, 143. 

| innpceap, people tell, 21 (9). 
_ imntin, a mind, 72, 
10041, idol, 94. 
1ov0bAifIT, Sacrifice, 94, 
100n4, pangs, 94. 
1omais, an image, 36 (e).. 
1omAnutve, a hurler, 95. 
1omaizie, a ridge, 92. 
1oméapt, carrying, 37 (ce), 93:. 
1ompait, turning, 52 (5). 

1ompov, turning, 52 (5). 
1oOmptuis, turn, 93. 

10na»v, a place, 95, 
1onsanrac, wonderful, 132. 
1onsAancaf, wonder, 132. 

1ong5nA4, wonder, 66, 93, 128, 132- 
1onnpaipic, wallowing, stirring... 

66. 
1onnLaosar, being in calf, 66. 
1onmarp, wealth, 63. 
1onnyptaic, @ just man, 66, 93. 
1onnpdroce, fit to be said, 66. _ 
1onnpuis, approach, 66. 
10nnTAoib, confidence, 66, 93:. 
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iontuispeanaé, inferable, 52 (6). 
iptoroée, at nigh, 98. 
1ubap, a yew tree, 69. 
iucaipt, Spawn, 101. 
1onnTabapita, fit to be given, 66. 

La, a day, 14. 
Labaip, speak, 60, 88, 143. 
Labaipic, speaking, 60. 
Labsiaim, I speak, 60, 143. 
Labypap, a laurel tree, 60. 
Ladan, a fork, 67. 
Lae, of a day, 106. 
Laete, days, 106. 
Laeteamait, daily, 62. 
Las, weak, 33. 
LAgac, obliging, pleasant, 67 (e). 
Laise, weakness, 85 (c). 
Laigin, Leinster, 67. 
LAimin, a little hand, 36. 
LAm, a hand, 36. 
Lama, hands, 14. 
Ldn, full, 33. : 
Laos, gen. of Laos, 38 (ex). 
Laos, calf, 102. 
Lar, light, 33. 
Larca, lighted, 58. 
Latac, mud, 52 (a). 
Lataise, gen. of Latac, 52 (a). 
Le, with, 33. 
Leabap, book, 60. 
Leabaip, of a book, 88. . 
LeabspLann, a library, 60. 
Leabypidn, pamphlet, 60. 
Leabta, bed, 136, 
Leacordrpe, ice, 97 (a). 
Leas, throw down, 83 (c). 
Leasta, thrown down, 127. 
Lean, follow, 82. 
Leanamainc, act of following, 

21 (d). 
Leand, child, 123. 
Leanburvde, childlike, 36 (0). 
Lean, sea, 82. 

Lear, improvement, 82, 
Léap, a ray, 105. 
Leap-ainm, a nickname, 52 (6). 
Leac, with you. 

Leat-taob, one side, 52 (6). 
Léi1seam, act of reading, 38 (e) 
Leisear, cure, 68, 

Leiseapac, medicinal, 68. 
Leizinc, letting, allowing, 108. 
Léim, a leap, 33. 
Leinb, of a child, 108. 
Léip,, clear, 33. 
Leritpcéal, an excuse, 52 (6). 
liam, William, 110. 
linsip, you sprang, 58. 
Linn, with us, 72 (6). 
Linn, a pool, 72. 
Liobay, an untidy person, 92. 
tiobapinaé, untidy, 92. 
liom, with me, 92. 
Liomta, polished, 136. 
tior, a fort, 91. 
liteayroa, literature, 109. 
licip, a letter, 109. 
litipieac, lettered, 109. 
Logs, an indulgence, 64. 
Loins, dat. of Longs, 75, 
Loinseap, shipping, 75. 
Loimsreorp, @ mariner, 75- 
Loire, burn, 96 (a). 
Loit, spoil, destroy, 96 (a). 
Lén, provisions, 33. 
Lons, a ship, 25 (d), 66, 
Lonnpac, shining, 66. 
Lonnya0, brilliancy, 66. 
‘Lop, an herb, 33. 
Luac, @ price, 111. 
Luat, quick, 40 (a), 111. 
Lub, a loop, 33. 
Lubpap (people), will bend, 58. 
Lug, smaller, 6 
Luipeanna, herbs, 90. 
Luise, lying, 72. 
Luise (at). least, 72. 
Luim, gen. of Lom, bare, 72. 
Luipne, a flame, 89. 

M4, if, 33. 
mab, tassel, 33. 
mac, son, 33. 
mative, a stick, 36, 86. 
maAt1oin, morning, 86. 

Lesat-voopap, a half-door, 52 (6). | mardm, defeat, rout, 67. 
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marone, of morning, 128. - 
m4isoean, maiden, 67, 
maisiptip, & master, 67. 
mAtLin, a little bag, 52 (3). 
mainnpéap, & manger, 67. 
maipib, gen. of mab, dead, 86. 
maine, Mary, 26 (e). 
mattis, woe, 86. 
maifi, exist, 86. 
maipeamail, comely, 86. 
maipeamts, more comely, 62. 
mait, good, 86. 
maitesp, goodness, 86. 
lagi oe forgiveness, 52 (a), 

mata, eyebrow, 58. 
mA4La, a bag, 58. 
matt, slow, 60. 
malluiste, cursed, wicked, 77. 
mam, mother,:33. 
manntac, gapped teeth, 60. 
maot, bald, 102. 
maori, Steward, 102. 
maf, as, 33. 
mapib, dead, 124. 
mariba0, killing, 63. 
mayicaé, a horseman, 52 (4), 
mayicais, of a horseman, 52 (2 

and 4). 
mapisad, market, 124, 
MaAfT, OX, 33. 

mapa, insult, 58. 
mdtaipt, mother, 36. 
mé, me, I, me, 33. 
meabaipt, memory, 60. 
meabal, treachery, 60. 
meablac, treacherous, 60. 
medvcainc, weighing, 104. 
meddon, middle, 104, 
meais, a magpie, 115. 
meala, of honey, 82. 
meall, deceive, 60. 
meattta, deceived, 60. 
means, fraud, 60. 
meaf, active, 82. 
méapi, a finger, 105 (a.) 
méapianna, fingers, 105 (c). 
mespball, mistake, 63. 
meapcts, mixed, 127. 

mei0s, whey, 68. 

| meroip, mirth, 68. 
meropeac, mirthful, 68. 
méip, finger (dat.) 33. 

| meiptleac, a rebel, 73. 
meipileacap, rebellion, 73. 

meipneac, courage, 108. 
meitit, a band of workmen, 108. 

/ mi, @ month, 33, 
Micit, gen. of Miéedt, Michael, 

mian, desire, 110. 
mic, of a son, 33. 
mit, honey, 33. 
mite, a mile, a thousand, 58. 
mitte, pl. of mite. 

| mit, destroy, 72. 
mitLead, act of destroying, 38 (5). 
mittedn, blame, 103. | 
mittedin, of blame, 114. 

_ milteann (he) destroys, 61. 
| milter, I destroyed, 84. 
| milpeséc, sweetness, 144, 
| mitredin, gen. of mitredn. 
milredn, sweets, 103, 144, 
min, meal, 33. 
min, smooth, 33. 
miniugsav, explaining, 69. 

— mocaizt, affable, 92, 
mion, small, 91. 
mioptba1l, miracle, 63. 
miorcaip, spite, 91. 
miocos, a pinch, 95, 
mifie, madness, 58. 

mire, myself, 77. 
_ mite, worse of it, 58. 

mnd, women, 135, 
mo, greater, bigger, 11 (e), 
moitt, delay, 97. 
moin, turf, 24. 
mol, praise, 33. 
mola, act of praising, 38 (e). 
motann (he) praises, 61. 

note. 

— motfar, will praise (auton.), 58. 
mona, of turf, 11 (e), note, 58. 
mor, big, 11 (e), note. 
muc, @ pig, 33. 
(a)mu'd4, astray, 69. 
muiteann, a mill, 61, 89. 
Muimneac, a Munster man, 72. 
muin, back of the neck, 89. ~ 
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muinntesyros, friendly, 38 (4). 
muinneipt, people, 72. 
muiqi, sea, 89. 
muingin, confidence, 71. 
muipisin, a family, burden, 71, 

89, 
muna, unless, 24, 54. 
muy, a rampart, 33, 

Na, the (pl.), 54 
nd, than, 33. 
namato, enemy, 60. 
ndo1, nine, 120. 
nsordeandn, an infant, 52, (6). 
naoim, gen. of naom, 120, 
ndaom, holy, saint, 136. 
naomta,-holy, 136. 
neam-ninv, 

52 (6). 
ne1o, of a nest, 108, 
neam-fuim, indifference, 52 (6). 
neanntog, nettle, 52 (5), 60. 
neapcta, tied, 127. 
neayit, strength, 82. 
(O)néilt, (O)Neill, 33. 
neimpesd, contempt, 52 (6), 
neite, things, 77. 
ni, not, 33. 
nith, poison, 36. 
nime, gen. of nith, 72. 
nimnesé, poisonous, 36, 92. 
no, or, 11 (e), note. 
Nootarg, Xmas, 128. 
nop, Nora, 11 (e), note. 
nusvact, news, 111 (bd). 
nuAaiqiy, when, 117. 

Ovary, work, 143. 
ovsp, pale, 64, 
orbre, of work, 96 (c). 
ordée, night, 98, 
ove, a teacher, 96 (b). 
orden, a pan, 98, 
ovoeacap, teaching, 99, 
o1fi5, Office, situation, 96 (c). 
oileamaint, rearing, 96 (5), 88 
o1ledn, island, 52 (3), 99, 103. 
op, suit (v.), 96 (d). 

nought, nonentity, 
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oipleactap, assembly, 99. 
oipiesv, an amount, 96 (c). 
oipleamnac, suitable, 99. 
ol, drink, 33. 
oLann, wool, 58, 143. 
oLann, he drinks, 58. 
otc, bad, 33. 
olcap, badness, 58. 
otna, of wool, 143. 

| Otca, drunk (p.p. of 6t), 58. 
| 6lraz, auton. pres. of 6t, 58. 
| Olpap, auton. fut. of OL, 58. 
oy, gold, 33. 
oxo, sledge-hammer, 73. 
opr00s, a thumb, 52 (3). 

— opvoms, order (v.), 73. 
_ opm, on me, 124, 
oft, On you, 33. 
oraim, I desist from, 20 (e). 
orcail, open, 143, 

Paroin, a Paternoster, 86. 
pdArpceanna, fields, 84. 
paipte, a patch, 86. 
paltcos, a thump, 60. 
por, Power, 102. 
payroun, pardon, 73. 
papoipte, parish, 53. 
pé, whatever, 33. 

| peacaé, & sinner, 52 (4), 
| peann,a pen, 60. 
pesrips, & person, 74, 
pests, a pet, 82. 
péin, (dat.) pain, 33. 
pian, pain, 110. 
pibe, of a pipe, 58. 
pibin, a little pipe, 58. 
pibini, pl. of pibin, 58. 
pioc, a piece, 92, 
pionnds, a peg, 91. 
pionnt, a pint, 66. 
piorcal, & pistol, 91. 
plamar, flattery, 58. 
pluc, cheek, 33. 
plur, flower, 33. 
pobat, people, 58. 
poc, & he-goat, 33. . 
pos, @ kiss, 33. 
poll, a hole, 64. 
ponaizie, & beam, 11 (e), note. 
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por, & race, 33, 
popoirte, a parish, 53. 
port, a tune, 33. 
pyar, brass, 33. 
predab, a start, 126. 
pyuonnpa, prince, 66, 

puca, “ pooka,” 58. 
pucos, blind-man’s-buff, 58. 
puimp, pomp, 72, 
puizic, of a tune, 89. 
pint, a pound, 33, 
punta, pl. of punc, 58. 
pur, a lip, 33. 
pupsail, pouting, 123. 

Ravage, sight, 67. 
pApla, rumour, 58, 
14540, I shall go, 67. 
p454i1nn, I would go, 67. 
71416, was, 85 (a). 
pamap, fat, 60. 
‘4n, spade, 33, 
‘pann, division, 60. 

pann-pdipceac, participating, 
60 

peathatt, fat, 60. 
pleats, of running, 82. 
péim, a course, 33. 
leimipft, gen. masc. of peaman, 

68 (6). 
leimpe, fatness, 68 (0). 
fliamh, ever (past), 110. 
yuan, track, trace, 110. 
yuiain, of a track, 116. 
prope, knight, 58, 
pinnce, dance, 72, 
fioct, a state, 92. 
piosain, a queen, 94, 
yut, running, 29. 

10, very, 33, 
foo, road, 33. 
pos, choice, 64. 
ploilis, a graveyard, 96 (d). 
prom, before, 96 (c). 
yioim, before, 96 (c). 
yioimip, before him, 96 (0). 
yloimpe, before her, 72, 
yloinn, divide, 72 (a). 
yloinnt, portion, 72 (a). 
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flomnainn, before us, 65. 
| flomam, before me, 65. 
| plomac, before you, 65. 
fompa, before them, 65. 
por, a rose, 33. 
plot, a wheel, 29, 
us, carried, 26 (d). 
pusap, I carried, 58, 

| .purbe, a hair, 89 (a), 
| pum, room, 33. 

| tian, secret, 26 (d), 

| Sac, a sack, 33. 
| pagarit, priest, 58. 

raic, of a sack, 85. 
rarobip, rich, 36 (e), 67. 
rarobpeap, riches, 67. - 
raisoiuip, soldier, 67. 
raiseao, dart, arrow 87 (b).' 
paill, fat meat, 67 (c). 
rainnc, avarice, 67. 
pat, dirt, 33. 
ral, heel, 33. 
pacac, dirty, 53. 
palann, salt, 58. 
ramtac, a handle, 136, 
ranncac, covetous, 60. 
ranntms, covet, 60. 
74o1, & Wise man, 120. 
psaoippe, freedom, 119, 
psor, free, 102. 
prota, labour, 102. 
ran, very, 33. 
rap, before, 33. 
rar, contrivance, 33. 
Sapans, England, 58. 
parca, satisfied, 58, 
rcabaltl, breast-plate, 58. 
rceso4n, herring, 58. 
rceamal, cloud, 58. 

| peannyad, terror, 131. 
| pesp, separate, 33. 
 pedyro, terror, 33. 
— peasort, loose (verb). 
| peat, flock, 58. 
_ peeaé, hawthorn, 83 (¢). 
| peéal, a story, 105 (d). 
| peésaturoe, a story-teller, 90. 
| reéitl, of a story, 33. 
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rceimLe, a fright, 68 (0). | 
perain, dat. of pcan, a knife, 116. | 
reilling, a shilling. 58. 
rciob, snatch, 92. 
pe1obdl, a barn, 95, 
pceLaburde, a labourer, 14. | 
reorl, a school, 96 (a). 
rcpeao, a scream, 82. | 
rcepeaosail, screaming, 123. 
rcepiobpan, I shall write, 136. 
rcpiobts, written, 136. 
peusb, @ brush, 111. 
ré, he, six, 33. 
peabac, a hawk, 60. 
reac, a pipe-full, a smoke, 115. 
reaic, gen. of reac, 115. 
peacain, avoid, 83 (c). 
reacar, beyond, 83 (a). 
react, seven, 83 (c). 
Seasén, John, 40, 67 (e), 103. 
pean-staipt, a grandfather, 52 (6). — 
resanoa, ancient, 60 (c). 
reanvact, antiquity, 60 (c). 
reanoyi4o1, an ancient poet, 52 

(6), 60 (ce). 
reanouine, an old man, 60 (ec). 
resnotn, an old fort, Shandon, 

0 (c) 
reans, slender, 24 (d), 60. 
rearzib, bitter, 63, 124, 
peapbap, bitterness, 63. 
resp, stand, 82. 
reapam, standing, 
rpéroteap, (people), blow, 129. 
re1Lbe, gen. of reaLb, possession, 

36 (e). 
reipibe, gen. fem. of rearib, 36 (e). 
reiresn, himself, 77. 
reo, this, 100 (a). 
reonv, a jewel, 100. 
reompa, a room, 100. 
ri, she, 33. 
rian, they, 110. 

ri4pi, Westward, 110. 
1b, you, ye, 36. 
rit, think, 33. 
rin, that, 33. 
rin, stretch, 33. — 
finn, we, 72 (b). 
rioc, frost, 92. 

piolla, a syllable, 91. 
rire, herself, 77. 

| Sionainn, Shannon, 91. 
| flops, a shop, 92. 
_ piubat, walking, 40, 69. 
Siubdn, Johanna, 36, 101. 
piumeéip, a joiner, 121, 

_ plabyiad, a chain, 60. 
plaso4n, a cold, 67. - 
plan, safe, 33. 
plac, a rod, 33. 
placa, pl. of plat, 58. 
rledn, a turf-spade, 103. 
pleamain, slippery, 60. 
pliab, a mountain, 130. 
rlise, a way, 72. 
pliste, ways, 77. 
plioct, tribe. race, 92. 

rlior, a side, border, 91. 
rlip, a beetle. 33. 
rmal, a stain, 33. 
rméiote, beckoned, 129, 
rme1 : 
pet, chin, 21 (c), 108. 

rmol, a thrush, 33, 
rmuain, think, 117 (6). 
rmussail, snuffling, 123. 
rns, hiccough, 33. 
pnassait, hiccoughing, 123. 
pnarom, a knot, 87 (0). 

| pndmurde, a swimmer, 14, 
roc, a ploughshare, a snout, 33. 
rocaipi, easy, 88. 
poosr, a trot, 58. 
poiseso, & dart, 72. 

roilbip, cheerful, 36 (e), 96 (a). 
roittre, brightness, lights, 143. 
roineann, fine weather, 96 (4). 
roi, eastwards, 96 (0). 
roipcéal, gospel, 52 (6). 
poiteac, a vessel, 52 (a), 96 (c). 
polar, comfort, 58, 
polar, light, 11 (i), 58, 143. 
polarta, radiant, 58. 
ron, sake, 33, _ 
ona, happy, 58. 

| ponar, happiness, 58. 
ponnyiavac, special, 66. 
rop, a wish, 33. 
ropic, sort, 33. 



rpaptdn, a purse, 53. 
rpeal, a scythe, 21 (c), 82. 
rpeap, the sky, 21 (c). 
TPP10ftA0, a spirit, 144, 
rplannc, a flash, 60. 
rponos, a spoon, 11 (e), note. 
rppopc, sport, 33. 
PPwonntoip, a miser, 66. 
rprionnluiste, miserly, 66. 
rrann, snore, 60. 
rranncapinac, snoring, 60. 
rr4n, a bridle, 21 (c). 
rain, of a bridle, 116. 
ryoré, reach, (v.), 96 (a). 
ron, nose, 33. 
rrona, pl. of ron, 58. 
rut, a stream, 40 (a), 69. 
rca, stop (Vv. y 33. 

rcaoann, stops, 58. 
rcsosr, I stopped, 58. 
prealt, splash, 60. 
trio, yield, 21 (ec). 
poiuipt, a rudder, 121. 
ropeanncan, a tune, 52 (5), 60. 
rcol, & stool, 33. 
répompe, a . good-for- “nothing 

person, 11 (e), note, 
puain, of rest, 117. 
rus, upwards, 111, 
ro, yonder, 33. 
rus, juice, 69. 
rasan, a hay or straw rope, 58. 
rurvde, sitting, 72. 
ruim, attention, 72. 
ruip, gen. of pop, a wish, 89, 
ruipse, wooing, 71. 
ypultc, merriment, 33. 
pup, rug, 58. 

C4, is, 33. 
cAbAIT, give, 60 (d). 
cAbpaim, I give, 60 (dD). 
TACA, SUPport, 58.. 
caccts, choked, 127. 
tacla, rope, cable, 58. 
Tagta, come (p.p. ), 127. 
TAS, Tim, 67. 
carobre, a ghost, 67. 
carobpeac, showy, 67. 
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Tard5, of Tim, 67. 
tTainic, saw, 85 (bd). 
caipibe, profit, 36 (f). 
caipisypinc, offering, 144. 
taip, damp, 85, 
caipce, treasure, 85. 
TAITISE, acquaintance, custom, 

52 (a). 
cALam, land, 36. 
calman, of land, 63. 
tAnsar, I came, 132. 
caob, side, 102. 

caoibin, a patch, 36, 
cA010e, a tide, 119, 

Taf, Come, 33. 

capt ip, after, 53. 
| ca4pib, a bull, 130. 

tapila, happened, 73. 
cApiytac, pulling, 132. 

cApypidins, pulling, 132. 
cdépips, over them, 74, 
cazit, thirst, 33. 

te, hot, warm, 33. 3 
ceacTaipie, Messenger, 83 (c). 
teact, coming, 83 (c). 
ceaip, Of heat, 115. 
tTeampatt, church, 60. 
ceAans4, tongue, 83 (c). 
ceann, stiff, firm, 60. 
ceannta, a fix, difficulty, 60. 

tceapbac, warmth, 36 (d). 
| teimeat, stain, 68 (0). 

ceine, fire, 108. 
ceineand, gen. of teine, 38 (b). 

teinn, sore, 68, 
ceinnedr, soreness, sickness. 

Teo, warmer, 100. 

teopa, a boundary, 100. 
ciméealt, around, 37 (ce), 72. 
winn, sick, 72. 
cinneap, sickness, 109, : 
cincedin, hearths, 114. 
tiobyt410, a fountain, opens: 92. 
tiocran, I shall come, 92. - 
tiovLlac, bestow, 94. 
tTiomaAin, drive, 95. 
ciondl, gathering, 95. 
ciopimurs, dry (v.), 144, 
cif, country, 33. 
wius, thick, fast, 69, 101. 



clap, weakness, 23. 
tLus, a tongs, 23. 
tTobac, tobacco, 58. 
cobayqt, @ Well, 52 (1). 
toss, Choice, 64. 
cos, lift, 33. 
césgann, (he) lifts, 58. 
c65t4, lifted, raised, 127 (a). 
toice, a hussy, 96 (c). 
coil, will, 96 (c). 
tot, in the east, 96 (d). . 
Tom4p, Thomas, 52 (3). 
tomar, Measure, 65, 

tonn, a wave, 66, 75. 
tonnta, waves, 66, 75. 
coq, bush, 33. 
topips, over them, 74, 
trisen, a train, 106. 
typATNONA, evening, 144, 
cri, three, 126. 
TALL, travelling, 110. 

ty\'o, through (the), 33. 
tp1uc, whooping cough, the club 

(in cards), 101. 
tron, fight, 96 (c). 
Tyoroceap, people fight, 129. 
tors, a foot, 96 (c). 
tyiom, heavy, 64, 
cu, thou, 33. 
TuAdtpiim, Conjecture, 12 (9). 
tus, gave, 33, 
tusadnn (he) gives, 58. 
TugTA, given, 127 (a). 
cus, understand, 89 (a), 
tcTuispine, understanding, 144. 

cuispionac, intelligent, 144. 
tutte, a flood, 89 (a). 
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tuinn, dat. of conn, a wave, 72. 
tuinne, of a wave, 75. 
cuiplins, descend, 132. 
Tuipipe, weariness, 74. 
cuit, fall, 89. 
curs, thyself, 77. 

U scrap, surface, cream, 111. 
uo1s, @ grave, 117 (a). 
ui, an hour, a time, 117. 
uapal, noble, 111. 
uball, an apple, 69. 
ubdLa, apples, 69. 
tro, that, yonder, 33. 
udactc, testament, 69. 
usoap, an author, 69. 
usoaptar, authority, 69. 
usmuigim, | harness, 69. 
uifro, of a sledge-hammer, 73. 
uirce, water, 89. 
ullmugad, preparing, 63. 
uma, copper, brass, 69. 
umaLl, submissive, 69. 
umatoro, submission, humility, 

69. 
umLacc, submission, humility, 

69. 
ump, about them. 
uy, fresh, 33. 
upicap, a shot, hurling of a 

stone, 144. 
| uyila, hair of the head, 73. 
— uplabya, speech, 62 (a). - 

uplaip, an implement, 69, 73. 
uptdp, & floor, 69, 73. 
upinaise, &@ prayer, 69, 73. 

ufipa, a door jamb, 74. 
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